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Mother and son graduate together
By Adam
Wright
£|
R t f: *

Life doesn't always work out as
planned, just ask Cindy Lilly.
Ever since she was a young
girl growing up in Toledo. Lilly
just assumed she would go to
college. She wanted to at least
earn a two-year associates
degree just like her older sister
— the only one in the family H ho
continued their education.
She especially wauled to
make her father proud. Ijlly's
dad always dreamed of going to
college but was unable because
ol a debilitating illness. His new
dream was 10 see each of his children earn the degree he coveted.
But as it usually does, life had
other plans.
In 1975, when she was a senior
in high school, Lilly got pregnant.
And ,11 the Catholic school where
she attended, that sort of thing
was more than frowned upon.

fortunately, she was carrying
late in her last semester of high
school and was able to graduate
before anyone noticed her pregnancy. She married the father
and in 1976, Daniel was bom.
Although her life hadn't gone
the way she wanted, Lilly had no
intentions of giving up on her

goal-

"I just wanted to go to college,
she said.
After high school, money was
tight lor IJllyand her new family.
Her mother and father helped
as much as they could, but she
and her husband were mostly on
dieir own.
WhQe her husband worked,
Lilly raised Daniel. She eventually
forgot about her dreams of going
to college and instead envisioned
the day when she could watch
Daniel walk down the aisle in his
cap and gown. As her son grew
older, however, lillv wanted to

take that walk herself even more.
Once again, though, life
happened. When Daniel was 3,
Lilly gave birth to twin hoi's. Her
husband's salary was no longer
sufficient and Lilly got a job at a
nearby restaurant.
Five years later, Lilly had
another son. College was
permanently put on hold.
Although her dream had
not been fulfilled, Lilly lived
vicariously through Daniel. When
her son was a senior in high
school, he received college credit
for taking classes at Northwest
State Community College in
Ohio. After he graduated, he
officially enrolled at NSCC,
eventually earning an associate's
degree in accounting.
At the time, Lilly was working as a gas station attendant
down the street from her home.
After almost a decade in the
same position, I illy heard that a

manager was quitting and that
she could fill the spot if she had
an associate's degree.
She jumped at the chance.
"I saw how well Danny was
doing," she said. "I thought. 'Why
not?'"
At 37 years old, Lilly had no
idea what to expect from college.
After being away from school for
so long, would she remember
even the most basic skills?
"I started with short goals,"
she explained. At first, she just
wanted to see if she could last
for one year. Once that was
accomplished, she continued her
education, eventually earning an
associate's degree in business
management. A few weeks later,
she was promoted to manager at
the gas station.
Daniel was also having great
success in his education. After
earning his associate's degree, he
majored in accounting at Bowling
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DREAMERS: Cindy and son Daniel will finally both graduate together
this December.

Green State University while also
working full rime at a computer
repair facility
Lilly was so proud of her
son, but she began to wonder
if she too should continue her
education. She and her

Angela L Coder

College radio has renewed
.in enemj — conservative
Americans.
For nearly one month,
Patriot Americans Boycotting
Ami-American Hollywood has
put 180 college radio stations
on one of their many boycott
listings. Though it is not for
what the Individual stations
have done, per se. but for who
the) are playing.
typically,
vulgar and
offensive lyrics can get an artist
banned or boycotted. I lowcver.
for the German industrial/
electronic band Skinny Puppy,
their stage shows are what has
the right-winged organization
in an uproar. According to an
e-mail sent out by PABAAII
to each radio disc jockey, the
band had slandered I'resident
Bush and Vice-president Dick
Cheney during their now
concluded summer/fall tour.
"On their current fall
tour," the e-mail states, "they
(Skinny Puppyl simulated a

beheading similar to ones
happening in Iraq. When die
vocalist pulls oil their hoods he
reveals the terrorists to be Bush

and Cheney."

Skinny Puppy's stage antics
have been confirmed bv
88.1 I'M WBGU's Traffic/PSA
director Andrew Balcerzak.
After attending a concert he
found that though the hand
had simulated these acts, the
extent to which they were
perceived was taken too far.
"It is definitely a political
statement, but [they are not]
using it for shock value." he
said.
At that concert, the band had
lowered a projection screen
that had a collage of images
including those of President
Bush — "ad buster-style media
content," Balcerzak said. As the
image of Bush showed on the
screen, the lead vocalist Ogre
held up a laser-tag gun and
began shooting at it.
"It didn't seem to be as
serious in contrast to the way
they IPABAAII] are staring in"

Balcerzak said. "People arc
there to see the showJ don't
think that this is encouraging
any homicidal activity."
Moreover, the second
simulation that is under
scrutiny is that of the beheadings. During the show, two men
come out on stage with their
heads wTapped in Ilijab veils
and cut the neck of lead singer
Ogre with a machete. After the
band member is supposedly
dead, the two men remove their
head dresses to reveal Husband
Cheney caricature masks.
"PABAAII claims they are
slandering ... It is against the
law to kili die president, but
in the acts they perform they
aren't killing the president."
Kyle Gebhart, WBGU general
manager said.
Included in the e-mail sent
to Gebhart and other stations
is the statement, "If you choose
to play dieir music, we have
the ability to put financial
pressure on your station
BOYCOTTS, PAGE 2
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FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com
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STREET SMARTS: After looking the other way for many years, Dr. Celia
Williamson tries to educate and assist prostitutes when police won't.

Professor educates
on prostitution
"This is a $500 trick He will pick
a girl up and take her out for
a big dinner. Afterwards, diey'll
go by die pharmacy, and he'll
pick up some Exlax. He then
takes her back to his house. The
woman stands on top of his glass
table, and she does what comes
naturally. Or if he doesn't want
that this time, he will have her
put razor blades between her
fingers and have her touch him
until he sees some blood."
"Pretty Woman" it isn't.
By separating fact from fiction
on street level prostitution, Dr.
Celia Williamson, an assistant
professor of social work at die
University of Toledo, tries to shed
light on the realities and burdens
of street prostitution in Toledo.
Williamson has been studying
prostitution in Lucas County for
the past 10 years and says it is
a problem most people do not
want to deal with.
"Before I got involved,
whenever I would be driving my
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lulw Difranco BGNews
FINAL STRETCH: Junior Erin Brostel studies last night on the second floor of the Union. Brostel
is debating on pulling an all-nighter to study for her Anatomy and Spanish exams.

In 2(H)2. she enrolled at the

Congress
revises Pell
Grant
eligibility

Conservatives ban
college radio stations
MANAGING EDITOR

husband had recently divorced,
so it would be the perfect time to
accomplish everything she had
always dreamed.

kids to school or myself to work. I
would see these women standing
on die comer. I used to look die
other way loo, but there are only
so many years you can tell your
kids that these women are jusi
waiting for die bus. So 1 decided
to do sometiiing about it."
Forsix monthsand three weeks.
WtlUamson roamed the streets of
Toledo, researching every pimp
crack house and drug dealer in
the area.
"There were times I was scared.
I went into this one pimp's
house, and I was like that guy
from 'Crocodile Hunter,' trying
to get as close to the animal as
possible without getting bitten in
the process," Williamson said.
Not only did she write a
thesis on prostitution, but she
also created an organization that
could help stop it called Second
Chances.
Williamson
believes
educating and raising people's
awareness about the issue serves

High: 36'
Low: 26'
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THURSDAY

MosUy
Sunny

Students who receive the Pell
Grant as part of theii Bnandalaid
package may soon have lo look
elsewhere to pay for school.
Congress voted late last month
to allow the U.S. Department ol
Education to update a formula
that determines who is eligible
for the grant. The update will
increase the Expected Family
Contribution that stales the
amount students must pay for
their own education.
since students wul have to shell
out morc of theft OWfl money, the
DOE will decrease the amount ii
spends on the grant.
The National Association
oi Student Financial Aid
Administrators estimates thai
tens of thousands of recipients
will lose their grants entirely
while more than a million will
see a reduction. Bowling Green
State University has 3,889
Students who receive Pell (,i .mis
One of those students,
sophomore JatoyaTallcy. depends
on the grant to attend school.
"If I'm affected I'll either need
to try and get more scholarship
money or my mother will have to
take out more loans, which she
can't afford," lallcysaid.
Director of Student financial
Aid CraigCornell said it is difficult
to predict who ai the University
will lie affected since die BBC is
only one of the formulas used
to determine eligibility. He also
explained that students whose
families make a salary of $15,000
or less will not see a change.
Cornell estimates that few if
any of those who are affected will
lose their grants completely and
reductions tiiey will see will total
no more than $200.
"It's a minimal impact, but
every dollar of grant money is
a dollar diey don't have to earn
themselves," Cornell said. "It's
not a good thing for higher
education."
NASFAA, where Cornell is
a member, is leading the fight
against die update. Its president,
Dallas Martin, wrote a letter to
Education Secretary Rod Paige
urging him to use his executive
discretion to stop the update.

FRIDAY
Snow
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I Ugh: 41'
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Cloudy
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Anti-patriotic music boycotted for slandering president
BOYCOTTS, I ROM PAGE 1

through boycotts. Please remove
Skinrt) Puppy from rotation ot
we will have no choice bill In
boycott your station.'
"They have no Idea what
college
radio
is about,"
Balcerzak said. "We don't rely
mi ratings, we are a non-profit
organization. We don't need
ratings, so diminishing our
listenership by boycotting our
station isnl going to make one
bit ot difference."
Regardless of this bet
PABAAH founder Ion Alvarez
said the tfme spent Informing
organization .mil community members ol the band's
.urn patriotism is worth it.

"WB have to inform your
Impressionable listeners that
while they may look up to those
on stage, they are wrong In what
llicy do. To not do so would be to
imply acceptance," he said.
These
impressionable
listeners, however, arc not
those that subscribe to the
conservative mentality, said
Sarah Snook, HI'M music
director for Baldwin Wallace
college's WBWC8&3FM.
"Its interesting. I don't know
if you have listened to Skinny
I'uppy. isn't not mainstream
music Irs not that they arc going
lo sway Americas views in some
way
the general public would
just turn il oil, "she said.
WBVVC and the oilier

nation-wide stations said that
the publicity of the boycotts
is only helping them and the
band.
"I think its really interesting.
Since the whole election started,
I've been getting more requests
for more politically charged,"
Snook said.
Skinny Puppy's management
declined to comment on the
boycotts, stating that they were
not going to "dignify" them with
a statement However, because
Of I Ins episode, WBGW's Gebhart
has become disheartened
about die state of freedom of
expression in this country.
"It
explains
a
bigger
situation,"
he
said,
"In
which
the religious rite

and
conservatives
are
taking over this country.
We laugh at it now, but its
actually kind of scan' — an
organization that is dedicated
lo silencing alternative voices,
anything that is outside of the
status quo. Slowly these things
add up and before you know
It little by little our Bee space
[speech] and the ability to
express our ideas against the
grain is threatened."
Presently, the boycott is
still in place. And the college
stations will not be removed
until they discontinue playing
Skinny Puppy's music.
"We have every right to
protest what we perceive as
unacceptable behavior," Alvarez
said.

Flawed system blamed for prostitution
STREETS. FROM PAGE 2

as the most Important element
of the program.

Second Chances employs
case mangers who work
with the women in develop
individualized
goals
and
srmrrsinmivltlii'ii needs. Ilalso
works with oilier social service
agencies
to
teach
them
how to better treat both the
emotional and physical needs ol
prostitutes
and
educates
the public and police about
street-level prostitution
Due major point cil her thesis
deals with the financial burden
prostitution puses on the city
and taxpayers, md what needs
lo he (lone in order lo reduce il.

According to Williamson's
research, prostitution in Toledo
Is costly, and citizens are paying
iheprii r

"Every time you arrest a
prostitute in Toledo, ii costs the
(Km. The average woman
is picked up 27 times per year,"
Williamson said.
That means taxpayers are
paying an average of S54.000
for every prostitute Williamson
says Toledo officials can cut that
cost il they start to change some
policies.
Currently, the city ol Toledo
has MI arrest and release
program for prostitutes. Because
they have not committed a
violent crime and there is a

limited amount of jail space,
they are only given a court date.
II you are street wise you
clout show up to that date. If
you arc arrested again you'll jusl
be released and given another
court dale, and the cycle will
repeal itself. That's why we need

to do something different,"
Williamson said.
Williamson also believes
that the police and the
community need to start to shift
llieii locus from the prostitute
to the customer. In order to start
to effectively address die issue,
the community needs to look at
mure than just one side of the
equation
Mary Krueger, director of
Bowling Green State University's
Women's Center, agrees,
We need to be looking at
who the police are arresting, and
who they are charging. There
are some communities that
have dune things like printing
the pictures of men who have
been with the prostitute in the
newspaper," Krueger said.
According to Williamson. 90
percent of the time police will
arrest the prostitute and not the
customer. Men are not arrested
as much when they put a decoy
on the streets because it costs the
department time and money.
I his she said is only one of the
main cracks in loledo's judicial
system.
The second area Williamson's

research looks at is the
correlation
between
prostitution, violence and police
negligence.
\ccording to Williamson,
most sex In Toledo occurs In the
back of a car and lasts for 15
minutes at the most. There is
no kissing, there is no romance.
However, In that short amount
ul lime, un average, 70 percent
of prostitutes have been abused
by their customers.
Williamson describes how
one customer forced a prostitute
lo sii down on a gearshift. The
woman suffered major internal
bleeding. When she contacted
the police, they Mid they were
not willing to help her because
she put herself in that situation.
She has known women who
have been branded with lire
pokers, kidnapped, locked
in Hunks and mutilated.
Some girls have become
accustomed to carrying a razor
blade underneath their tongue
for protection says Williamson.
"The problem here is who
are they supposed turn to when
something happens? Police
do not see a prostitute as a
credible victim. They blame
her for putting herself in that
situation, tellinghershedeserved
it" Williamson said.
Both Krueger and Williamson
agree that police need to step in
and protect these women.
"Prostitutes are women,

and the fact that ibis happens
to be your work doesnl mean
your body is fair-game. People
cannot beat you, rape you with
Impunity," Krueger said.
Williamson and members
of Second Chances have taken
steps to irv lo gei ihc violence
Against Women vi. which was
created to give aid lo women
who have been victims ol
violence, to extend iu women
in prostitution. However, their

attempts have met little success.
"Not one penny has gone
to Ulese women. Sou have to
remember that they aic faced
with a triple-threat most see
domestic violence at home.
customer-related violence at
work, as well as pimp-related
violence," Williamson said.
Despite this UilSUCCess
ful attempt her program has
succeeded In keeping ItseU alive
since 1993. This is a contrast to
earlier government programs
aimed at culling prostitution
dial were thrown Into the area
and were shul down only after a
lew months,
"A lot of mistakes these
organizations tend to make
is that they are creating a
program for certain people
without ever talking to those
people/Williamson said "When
the program failed they blamed
the people, Not me. I went out
and talked to them and listened

to them."

Campbell Hill Townhouses
Looking for the perfect apartment or house for next year? Why
not combine the best of both worlds in a townhouse at Campbell
Hill. Nowhere else can you find a home only TWO BLOCKS from
campus that offers plenty of parking and is within walking distance
to the football stadium, rec center and library. Also available for your
convenience the BGSU shuttle has two stops at Campbell Hill for
those cold winter days when walking is out of the question.
Take a walk inside any of our two and three bedroom townhouses
to experience a spacious three floor unit complete with a full living
room, large kitchen and dining room, one and a half baths, and a full
size basement rec room perfect for your pool table or TV entertainment
area. Amenities in every unit include: air conditioning, dishwashers,
garbage disposals, front and back entrances, doorbells, peepholes,
miniblinds, linen closets and cable outlets in all bedrooms and the
living room.
All units come completely furnished at NO EXTRA COST with
a bed and dresser per person, a kitchen table and chairs, and a full
living room set with lamps. Extra amenities included in select units are
French double doors, washers/dryers, basement patios and ceramic
tile floors.
The best kept secret is the price! Three bedroom townhouses start
at $200.00 per person for five people and two bedroom townhouses
range from $182.50 - $200.00 per person for four people. We dare you
to compare- the competition CANNOT BEAT OUR PRICES! Sign up
today for the best deal in town!
Call Greenbriar Inc. at (419) 352-0717 or visit us online at
www.greenbriarrentals.com for a complete listing of all our available
apartments and houses and layouts of our most popular units.
Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Sat 9am-1pm

<"2V

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402

GREENBRIAR, INC.
(419)352-0717
Check out our website www.greenbriarrenals.com

10% Discoun
off regular priced
merchandise for
any BGSU Student
with a valid

Student ID

BmSwinier BGNews

UNDEFEATED: Disc jockey for WBGU Daniel Boudreau sits in his booth last
night during his radio show. To find out more about the boycotts visit www.
pabaah.com/modules.php?name=News&file=articles&sid=717.

Students may lose grant funding
PEU GRANT, fROM PAGE 2

Revising the formula will make
il consistent with slate and local
tax tables, which are used to
determine how much families arc
expected to contribute to a child's
higher education. Since tables
have shifted showing an Increase
in average income within the
lasi ten veils, which is the lasl
time the formula was updated,
families will be expected to pay
more.
A revision of the formula is
supposed to lake place every
live lu seven years in accordance
with the Higher Education Act
Inn a congressional amendment passed lasl vcar blocked
il from happening. Congress

originally voted to continue the

amendment when it expired in
September, but it was dropped
from the final version of the
spending bill it was attached to.
The Pell Grant currently
accounts for nearly 15 percent of
the higher education budget.
Republican Chairman of the
House education committee
John Hochner sent out a press

release after the amendment was
dropped explaining that the DOE
could not afford to adequately
fund the Pell (Irani if the update
did not take place, which would
hurl the neediest students,
Calling the old formula
"outdated." Hochner estimated

that without an update the current I'ell Grant budge) shortfall
would IH' deepened by hundreds
of millions of dollars.

Dreams of graduation realized
GRADUATION. fROM PAGE 2

University as a human resources
major, liiis December, mother
and son will be graduating

together.
It has not always, |)ri.n ,.asy
for Lilly and her sun. She lost hci
job at the gas station because of
scheduling conflicts wiih school,
and it took Daniel nearly in yean
to graduate because he could
only afford to enroll pan time
Hut they both admit it was all

worth it At IT. Lilly is current!)
interviewing at the I oolloi kei
( orporation, and Daniel has
submitted his resume to several
major credit card companies.
Daniel is also expecting his
first child in July. Although the
sex of die baby is still unknown,
I illv said that one thing is certain. Years from now, thai child
will continue the uily family's
new tradition when he or she
graduates from college — just
like dad and grandma
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DUE TO FINALS WEEK, CAMPUS EVENTS SLOW
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There is no Get A Life section today. According
to our source, www.bgsu.edu/calendar, there are
no postings of campus events happening today. If
your organization is having an event and it was not
included, please contact The BG News at 372-6966.

_

__

_____

www.bgnews.com/campus

CAMPUS

Pertusati employs scholarship of engagement

8vJulie Restivn
ByJulie
Restivo
REPORTER

Tnkuin
Toledo nnj
and ,.„..i,„^
worked ..,:.i.
with .ithem

and the Native communities.
Some professors give A's, some Pertusati's students have also
give homework, some give their gone to the Cleveland Indians'
siudems grief. Linda Pertusati Jacob's Field and protested on
Trom ihe Ethnic Studies opening day. Her students have
Department gives her students also worked with the Leonard
a new light io brighten the world Peletier Defense Committee on
in which (hey live, and provides behalf of him and other Native
them with the tools necessary to political prisoners.
change It
This year is Pertusati's 15th
Pertusati said she sees herself year teaching at BGSU, and her
as a caretaker of students, and Social Movements class made
that this position involves two her proud by organizing a
tilings.
student rights movement and
"I iist. my job is to facilitate hosting a fair in Olscamp I lall.
intellectual capacity then
"I am ecstatic to say that at
critical
thinking
and least one of my students every
transformative
education," semester usually expand
she said. Ihe second is that what they learn in class and
I need to facilitate a sense of continue working at it after the
social responsibility, to disc over end of the semester," Pertusati
the developmental path I laid said, "and that is part of social
out for them, where they lake responsibility.''
knowledge from class and apply
Social responsibility plays B
it to the real world."
huge role in Pertusati's life. Is
Applying lessons to the an undergraduate, she got her
real world is the assignment sociology major from State
Pertusati gives to all of her University of Stonybrook in
students. Many of her classes New York. After she graduated.
in the past have done food and she furthered her education at
clothing drives. Other students the Universitv ol Michigan by
have gone to Native American getting both her masters
organizations in Detroit and and Ph.D. in both sociology

• i work.
«.
andi social
Although this extensive
education allows Pertusati to
call herself a doctor, she feels
uncomfortable by the title
and prefers to be called Linda,
especially by her students.
Pertusati's relationship with
her students goes beyond the
classroom. She has worked on
many outside projects, such
as setting up programs on
reservations
and
trying
to change the curriculum
that has been introduced in
public schools.
Brad Wagner, junior, makes
it a point to be in Pertusati's
classes while scheduling. This
semester's Lthnicity in Social
Movements course is his fifth
class with her as an instructor.
"I enjoy her classes because
it's not just your typical
memorizing
vocab
and
studying, it's more thinking
outside the boat," Wagner said.
William Young, junior, also
appreciates Pertusati's unique

style of teaching.
Usually. I just go to class, take
notes and lake an exam and I
don't learn anything," Young
said. Young leaves this year's

„

. .

Social Movements class with
a broader range of cultural
awareness and acknowledges
other movements discussed
in class, such as the Chicano
Movement, Native American
Movement and the Civil
Rights Movement. All of these
discussions were led by
Pertusati. but she let her students
express their own thoughts and
argue their own opinions on
the topics.
Michael Martin, professor
and chair of the Ethnic Studies
Department, considers Pertusati
one of the best teachers in the
department.
"She develops a teaching
pedagogy that is at once
intellectually rigorous and
progressive," Martin said.
Pertusati's teaching style
is what BGSU now refers to as
"scholarship of engagement."
In a newsletter by University
President Sidney Ribeau, he
said. "At no time in our history
has the need been greater for
connecting the work of the
academy with the economic,
social and cultural challenges
beyond ihe campus."
The
main
focus
of
scholarship of engagement is
to apply the lessons learned in

^^

^J

the classroom to an external
audience. For instance, a
Spanish professor may take
students to a local hospital to
serve as translators.
This idea concerns other
faculty who are uneasy with
scholarship of engagement
and do not understand its
entire purpose. Professors who
teach classes such as math and
science hesitate to replace
written assignments and exams
with hands-on activities.
Bianca Hutchinson, junior,
believes that scholarship of
engagement could work in anyclass.
"Every class we take here is
supposed to prepare us for real
lire experiences. Scholarship
of engagement is applying our
skills in the real world so it
would be beneficial in any class,"
Hutchinson said.
Bill Armoline, director of
the Center for Innovative and
Transformative
Education,
agrees that anything being
taught in a classroom should
apply to real life.
Armoline and several other
staff members are currently promoting and teaching
scholarship of engagement to
BGSU and two public schools
In Toledo. Armoline said the

biggest
challenge
of
implementing engagement in
other schools is the resistance of
some teachers.
"Many teachers do not like
being told howthey should teach
their classes," Armoline said.
In
response
to
the
faculty who hesitate to apply
scholarship
of
engagement, Ribeau assures that
"We will only recognize
and reward engagement
scholarship that is able
to stand up to the most
rigorous
standards
of
scholarly
work,
and
that it will be our task to
develop
guidelines
and
policies thai define the scholarship of engagement. Ribeau
continues to confirm that these
guidelinesareappropriateforthc
documentation, measurement,
evaluation and dissemination of
the scholarship of engagement
on our campus.
Pertusati takes advantage
of scholarship of engagement
and uses teaching as her tool to
change the way of thinking and
to effect social change.
My job is more than just
helping them get a degree and
get them a job," Pertusati said
"Education is useless unless
students do something with it."

_'_

MARVELOUS CREATION Christian Bros, schools in need
ByMatlKrupnick
KRT C«MPJi

Will Clark BGNews

CREATIVITY: Students and community members marveled at the work Saturday night at the
School of Art's Holiday Open House, which ran from 6 - 9 p.m. in the Fine Arts Center.

Drawing on 300 years of
educational
service,
the
Christian Brothers have built
a proud tradition of highqualitycollegesandhigh schools
around the world.
But with the number of
Christian Brothers declining In
the United stales, schools like St.
Mary's College in Moraga. ( alii..
have increasingly turned to
laypeople to fill administrative
and leaching roles.
About 800 Christian Brothers
live in the United States,
less than half of the peak
iiumberinthe 1960s. The order is
thriving overseas, but only three
U.S. men are in the first stage
of becoming Brothers, down
sharply from past years.
But the Catholic order's
leaders are not panicking about
the possibility of Christian
Brothers,
who
dedicate
themselves to the Lasallian
ideal of teaching the poor,
disappearing from the schools
"We've done an incredible
amount of (preparation) for our
teachers and staffs so they know
what the Lasallian mission is
about," said Brother lames
loost, co-director of vocation
ministry for the Brothers' West
Coast region.
"It is important the Lasallian
mission continue, whether the

/ HELPED SAVE a LIFE TODAY, i GAVE PLASMA.
My roommate used to do it all the time.
Finally, she talked me into it. I was a little
nervous at first, but it was really easy. It
didn't hurt and only took two hours. Then,
we found out that plasma was used to
make
medicines
for
people
with

Receive up to
$200
a
month
hemophilia and other illnesses. I felt even
better. The money didn't hurt either...it
helps make ends meet when money is tight.
But even after I'm out of college, I'm still
going to give plasma. Because it's a way I
can help other people...because it's the
right thing to do.

Brothers are involved in that
or not."

Brothers, who ate not ordained

clergy, take vows of chastity
and poverty and usually work
in one of the order's schools or
educational centers. They
train for several years, living
with other Brothers, praying
and studying Catholicism and
other subjects. The order once
made wine at its Napa County
retreat but has since sold those
operations. At St. Mary's, the
college presidency was open
only to Brothers until last year,
when administrators concerned
about the shrinking pool of
candidates agreed to accept
applications from laypeople
if no qualified Brothers were
found. The Brothers' College of
Santa le in New Mexico has had
lay presidents since 1987.
La Salle High School, just
outside Portland, Ore., has
no Christian Brothers on its
610-student campus, but
administrators have worked
especially hard to maintain
Lasallian values, said school
president Denise lones.
"For us, it's the honoring and
embracing of the (ideals) on a
daily basis" that keepstheschool
connected to the Brothers,
she said. "We are very overtlv

Hw/^^^y

Lasallian."
There has been a dramatic
rise in the number of laypeople
working with the order as its reach
has expanded around the world.
While relatively few non-Brothers
walked with the order 30 years
ago, 90,000 laypeople now help
carry out the mission worldwide,
scholars and Brothers said.
"We fully share our mission with
the people who join," said Brother
Michael Meister, a St. Mary's
religious studies professor and
former principal of De La Salle
High in Concord, Calif. "You
don't work for the Christian
Brothers, you work with the
Christian Brothers."
Those who have joined the
order in recent years tend to be
older men who have put years of
thought into the decision.'
A cornucopia of alternatives
tends to prevent young men from
choosing a life of chastity and
poverty, said Brother Michael
Sanded, St. Mary's assistant
dean of student life for mission
and leadership and one of the
newest Brothers.
"I just think this generation
struggles withmakingsome kinds
of commitments," said Sanderl,
30, who took his final vows In
luly. eight years after graduating
from St. Mary's. "There are just
so main- options out there for
young people."

6tLc/k*xuaLSf>a>iOa>f

Sunday, February 27,
8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Holiday Inn French Quarter,
Perrysburg, OH, $249
Save $25 if registered before Jan. 14.
Take a mini-vacation to refresh your hod* mind
| Mid spirit. Indulge in .1 day of complete relaxation.
You deserve to be pampered - and you will be.
• 8:50-9 a.m. Breakfast Buffet
• FuRBody Massage
• Foot and Hand Mas
• "toga-Beyinner
• Imagt-rv in Motion
• Rhythmic Harm,,n\

• 4:30-5 ,V 1 )ay Ends with English High Tea
Gift (;ertificates Available
Register by December 31 to enter a drawing
for .i tree one-hour mass

Call 419.874.4496
or 419.82 5.1891

You can help save someone's life by giving plasma. You'll receive $20 per visit.

KU

nal Multiple

BIOLIFE PLASMA SERVICES

419 425 8680

178^E.Melrose Avenue • Findlay, OH 45840 • www.biolifeplasma.com
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OPINION

"Of course he'd like to be president.
Who wouldn't?"
Norm Kurz, spokesman for Democratic Sen. |oe Biden of Delaware, on
whether Biden plans to run far president in 2008. Biden recently said cinlmus in
the Mrjrninf5*tha he's "proceeding as if |he's| going to run."
(UMMy)

KRT EDITORIAL I MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL

ruly
of bounty, food is taken for
granted. And any hint that what
we eat could he the next target of
terrorists is bound to give people

goose bumps,
Tommy Thompson,
the
outgoing secretary of Health and
Human Services, obviously knows
that, especially as the former
governor of an important
agricultural state such as
Wisconsin. But that didn't stop
him from loudly sounding
the alarm about the nation's
vulnerable food supply when he
announced his resignation last
week.

Thompson
took
sonic
legitimate
grief
for
his
comments. The next day.
President Bush attempted to
downplay the warning and
reassure Americans. Bush's
reaction was understandable.
Thompson's words were characteristically blunt. Too blunt.
"1, for the life of me,
cannot understand why the
terrorists have not attacked our
food supply, because it is so easy
to do," Thompson said, adding
that he worries "every single
night" about this very thinjj
Thompson could have ccni'
his words more carefully so he

ipply vulnerable

could have sounded the needed
warning without simultaneously
running the risk of needlessly
prompting people to lay awake
at night worrying whether their
eggs, toast and juice at breakfast
were going to make them ill.
But give Thompson this: He did
get the nation's attention, and, by
doing so, he has properly ramped
up public pressure on Congress
andthe president to do more.
IfThompson is so worried, why
hasn't he done more to protect
our food? He has, although even
Thompson agrees it hasn't been
enough.
Before Thompson became

secretary,
less
than
SI
million was spent annually on
Food and Drug Administration
inspections of food coming into
this country, according to Tony
Jewell, Thompson's spokesman.
That figure is now $150 million.
"The FDA was doing 12,000
inspections four years ago,"
Jewell said. "Now it's doing about
100,000 annually. And he's saying
we need to do a lot more."
Underscoring that point, the
FDA on Monday announced new
rules aimed at making it easier to
Investigate a terrorist attack on
the U.S. food supply. Although
the rules won't change the

underlying
vulnerability
problem, they will help the
government figure out where the
supply of food may have been
tainted. The rules will require
food manufacturers and other
businesses to keep records
showing where they received
food and where they shipped it.
And, as lewell pointed
out, Thompson was warning
about bioterrorism, including
possible
attacks
on
the
nation's
food
supply, months before 9-11. In
fact, in July 2001, Thompson
named an official in his

department to coordinate
ci HI 111erbii iti'rror ist activities.
But the job of securing
the U.S. food supply needs to
be dramatically stepped up
under Thompson's successor. Thompson specifically
warned about the possibility of
infected food from the Middle
East but experts say the threat is
equally serious for food produced
domestically.
The many incidents in recent
years of domestically produced
food contaminated accidentally with E. coli bacteria surely
underscore that point

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE Give St Nicholas
ON THE STREET

Wars in Vietnam, Iraq
lacked exit strategies
I found Matt Valkovic's column in Friday's BG
News about the lack of parallels between the
Vietnam War and die current IraqVVartobe
interesting but ultimately unsatisfying. I Ie's right in
that using die Vietnam War is not the perfect
analogy to today's conflict. But of course, no
analogy is ever perfectly appropriate. Mr.
Valkovic does a decent job pointing out important
differences between the two wars.
What he doesn't do is point out that in the end
both conflicts share some key similarities, lust like
there never was a viable exit plan in Vietnam (the
puppet governments in South Vietnam were never
self-sustainable), there is no viable exit plan in Iraq.
Back in 1965 through 1975 Presidents Johnson

and Nixon talked about plans for winning the win
(doesn't Victnainization should a lot like the
current plan to train Iraqis to do more of the
work?!?); they.kept the public content with minor
military successes. Today's poUyannas for Iraq can
also point to military successes such as our recent
rout of Fallujah and impending elections in Iraq.
Just like back during die Vietnam Era. those
unrealistic optimists fail to consider the big picture
of data that shows increasing casualties and no real
change in die hearts and minds of the Iraqi people.
I hope that die history books read by my
children's children point to this conflict as a turning
point in the flowering of democratic governments
in die Middle East.
Right now, though, that scenario seems more
like fantasy or science fiction.
MIKEZICKAR
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, PSYCHOIJOGY

What advice do you
have for the rest of
campus on surviving
finals week?

AT ISSUE: Has Christmas become diseased from its
meaning being lost by way of commercialization?

LIZ MAROTTI
SOPHOMORE,
EARLY EDUCATION

"Those books with
dust on them? Yeah,
open them.

Efforts to battle sexual violence
driven by motivated U. students
AT ISSUE: 1 lelp save the victim advocate by donating money or time to the cause.
In the last three months
four incidents of sexual
violence have been reported
on the campus of lohn Carroll
University. In response, the
university conducted a town
hall meeting to address the
issues and concerns that have
arisen from these events.
Patrick Rombalski, JCU's vice
president for Student Affairs, has
shown a vested interest toward
resolve by proposing ideas to
prevent these crimes in the
future and ultimately to provide
a better academic environment
for the student body as a whole.
After receiving many phone
calls and emails from students,
parents, alumni, the media, and
the campus community at large,
Rombalski responded with a
letter to all concerned exhibiting the proactive approach be
wishes to take by stating, "I plan
to call together all interested
constituents in the near future to
begin pursuing solutions" (www.
jcu.edu/updateincident.htm).
In the last two weeks, three
incidents of sexual violence have
occurred in die community of
Bowling Green. All victims were
University students.
We are impressed with
the efforts ofVice-President
Rombalski and JCU and hope to
echo their resolve against sexual
violence on our campus.
Unfortunately, one of our
most valuable resources in this
struggle, the victim advocate,
will be without government and

CHELSEA LAMBDIN
JEFF NOLISH
Gust Columnists
university funding come Dec. 31.
If funding is not reinstated, we
may lose a position we regard to
be a necessity.
As a result of this situation, the
students of BGSU have assumed
the responsibility to bear the
burden of saving diis service; a
burden that with the help of the
administration could be much
lighter.
last Monday, The
Undergraduate Student
Government passed a formal
resolution requesting that
the administration work with
students on forming possible
alternatives to fund the victim
advocate position.
In the last week, through the
efforts of the Victim Advocate
Longevity F-ffort, students have
fundraiscd $1206.72 through a
S5O0° donation from a victim's
mother, $300 from a faculty
member, $100 from a sorority,
and $306.72 from an
organizational fundraiser at a
recent Ani DiFranco concert
Other endeavors of advocacy
include editorials to the BG
News, petitions, personal letters
to administrators, and students'
requests to meet with personnel
to pursue solutions.
Dana Dombrowski, a student
at JCU, recently wrote the

CARRIE WHITAKER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210WestIIall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone:(419)372-6966
E-mail thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com

"The students of
BGSU have assumed
the responsibility to
bear the burden of
saving the victim
advocate."
following. "The personal attack
on the dignity of our friends is
ultimately an attack on the
freedom of the student body."
We agree. Our campus has
been very fortunate to have been
armed with a victim advocate
and now the students at the
University will continue to fight
to hold on to it.
To help contribute to this
effort, VALE will be accepting
donations and providing information on the victim advocate
service this week from 9 a.m.-5
p.m. at a table in the BowenThompson Student Union.
Furthermore, we strongly
encourage you to invite the
administration to take initiative
in valuing this student interest
and fight on our side.
To do so, please contact Dr.
Whipple. die vice president
for Students Affairs at 305
Saddlemire, (419)372-2147,
and ewhipplH>gnet.bgsu.
edu, as well as Dr. Folkins, die
provost and vice president for
Academic Affairs at 230 McFall
Center, (419)372-2915, and
folkins@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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penicillin for this
Christmas season

THERESA WOLF
FRESHMAN,

ACCOUNTING
"Start going to classes
before exam week."

PATSY SEIDL
SOPHOMORE, VCT

"Don't sell back your
books before your
exams.

BETHANY RAUSCH
SOPHOMORE,
PSYCHOLOGY
"A pack a day keeps
the F away — or at
least makes you feel
better about it."

The other day I saw a
commercial proclaiming "Happy
Chrismahanakwanzaka!" I liked
die commercial — it was clever,
and it had a dancing cell phone
and a really awesome black guy
with a pipe. Behind diis glib and
enjoyable commercial, however,
are the evident symptoms of a
holiday with a disease. And not
some sissy illness like chicken
pox. A sinister, nasty disease, like
syphilis.
So how did Christmas get
an STD? Perhaps by trying to
be overly inclusive. Christians
rightly wanted to be nice and
invitational, so everybody came
over for the holiday. Then, once
the whole neighborhood started
celebrating it. its definition was
expanded and stretched to the
point of non-meaning. It would
be akin to the Asian Student
Association letting anybody join,
then being ovemin by Swedes
who change the purpose of the
club into talking about clogs or
collaborating with the Germans
or something.
The point of Christmas isn't
eggnog or selflessness or
anything else (diough it doesn't
exclude them). The point of
Christmas is Jesus Christ As
evidence, 1 present that his
name is built into the word.
Asinine videos where a
claymation reindeer gets over
its appendicitis and decides
that Christmas is "about loving
strangers" is as moronic as
saying Martin Luther King Jr.
Day is "about commitment" It's
not, you stupid reindeer, ifs
about Martin Luther King Jr. You
can still associate tilings like
love or family with die holiday,
but they are byproducts of the
holiday's point, not its substance.
If we wanted a festival
commemorating coupons and
bite-sized altruism we would
have made Britney Spears Pope
a long time ago.
The root of "holiday" is
"holyday," but a lot of Americans
could just as easily call
Christmas a "materialismday."
1 realized just how intense
consumerism is when August
became an acceptable time to
inflate snowmen decorations. To
compensate for many whorish
major corporations raping a
religious holiday in order to

ANDREW
HEATON

U-WIRE Columnist
Oklahoma Daily
University of Oklahoma
peddle crap people don't need, 1
plan to try and pump as much
unrelated spirinial content
into secular holidays as 1 can.
This year I've set my sights on
Secretary's I lay.
I've got nothing against
secretaries, but I can pick on
them because they don't exist
anymore, (We've got "administrative assistants" now, because
the title "secretary," though it
denotes an honorable and
necessary job, deserves less
respect for some reason.
Well soon re-title Rumsfeld
"Administrative Assistant of
Defense.") I plan to bloody
secularism's nose by
I * M 111 IK it at its own game. Come
April 21, I'll be organizine a St.
Barcanuphius parade in honor
of Secretary's Day (even though
St Barcanuphius, so far as 1
know, neither was nor ever had a
secretary), and will have lots of
friends over to talk about the
great feats of St. Barcanuphius.
We will all wear our St.
Barcanuphius bowler hats and
drink our holiday chocolate
milk and eat traditional St.
Barcanuphius falafels while
singing St. Barcanuphius
tropanans. I will do everything
I possibly can to obscure and
eclipse the original point of the
holiday, and I won't spend a
damn cent on any overpriced
Hallmark rubbish. There's a
saint for every day of the year, so
watch out, Lupus Alert Day.
Before I get a deluge of e-mails
defending elves or fruit cake or
whatever, know that I like these
things too. I look forward to
drinking eggnog all year, but I
remembertliat wrapping paper
is only the newspaper I'll be
duct-taping over the plunger I'm
giving my brother, not his gift
Cards and Crosby are dandy for
Christmas, but just like a gift's
wrapping paper, they should
only be Christ's swaddling. The
holiday is a sham if its
meaning is forgotten or sold. 1
love Christmas, so 1 have to
chastise it I bet you'd try and
relieve your friend of syphilis,
too
Merry Christmas, and happy
holidays.
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DUELING COLUMNS TOPIC1: ILUK LENGTH DUItlXd THE CHRISTMAS SEASON

Long hair brings Christmas joy
Wow, it's gotten pretty
long, hasn't it? Cool.
My plan is working.
As the patience of my readers
is probably running thin, my
head of hair continues to grow
thicker and thicker. As if that
wasn't enough, the hair on my
face has shown its true face.
lesus may be saddened
because now he must associate
with me in terms of appearance,
but this has been a good year
for him, since he voted fur Bush.
This displayed divinity might
come in handy. Now that I look
like the man upstairs, some
confused souls may throw a
few birthday gifts my way for
Christmas (though I may want
to shave before Ash Wednesday,
lest I be confused for lesus and
end up blowin' in the wind).
Maybe (hat's the secret
ingredient to enjoying
Christmas. Perhaps every
humbug should have long hair
and a beard during the holiday
(excluding the elderly, because
then they resemble a more
secular Christmas personality
— of course I'm talking about
Kenny Rogers).

to the cold season

MATT
SUSSMAN
Captain Caveman
approaches, the ifiatching
beard and hairdo set comes in
handy when the wind is
blowing in your face. I lair was
given to man so he could keep
warm. If I lose that, I could
freeze to death and die. OK,
maybe not die, Bui I'd be a lot
whinier and take the shuttie.
Critics of the shaggy style
claim that the 1960s was over
40 years ago. I tell them they're
great at math, but bad at
fashion.
If this look is so passe, how
come lohnny Damon is
featured in People Magazine's
2004 "Sexiest Men Alive" list?
Maybe it's because his angelicplay in center field helped the
Reel Sox win an improbable
World Scries championship,
but my money's on his long
locks being the secret to his
fame. Manny Ramirez and
Pedro Martinez have fancy
hairstyles as well, but unfortunately it doesn't look MS snazzy

"If this look is so
passe, how come
Johnny Damon is
featured in People
Magazine's 2004
'Sexiest Man
Alive'list?"
— at least according to People
Magazine, the final word on
which human beings are better
than others
People say I look
homeless, that could be true
— and who doesn't love the
homeless? Aren't groups on
campus sponsoring needy
families and donating/
volunteering at homeless
shelters? Unkempt companions
are totally in this year.
lesus. Johnny Damon.
"Castaway." I lomcless. I lappy
Gilmore's caddy. Stephen King.
George Carlin (when he had
hair). ZZ lop. They are all cool
and all respected in the world
of pop culture. I'm not trying to
start anything, I'm just
adding to the allure with my
own humble method.

Homeless issue must be addressed
Congress is not doing
anywhere near euuugb to
help the poor meet their
housing needs.
In the appropi iations bill that
just passed. (ongress raised by 5
percent the amount it spends on
the Section 8 housing program
to subsidize rent payments. But
this amount covers only a tiny
fraction ol those who need

support
Then (longress went in the
opposite direction and cut hinds
for housing assistance to the
disabled, tile eliledy and the
homeless.
I lousing is by far the largest
expenditure for most lower- and
middle-income l.imilies. Some
1.1 million American households

must spend half oi moreoftheii
income for rent or mortgage
payments, according to the most
recent (SenSUSdata. Ibis leaves
insufficient money for proper
food, health care, transportation
to work, child care and other
basic needs.
Siidly, bousing costs are rising
tai faster than incomes. To pay

rent for a two-bedroom
apartment in a typical
metropolitan area requires an
hourly wage of SI 5.21. reports
the National low Income
I lousing Coalition. That is
almost three times the

CHESTER
HARTMAN
KRT'Columnist

federal minimum wage. With the
national poverty rate up for the
third straight year, a decent place
to live is almost unattainable lor
lens of millions of Americans.
Added to these financial
le.ihtiesis rhesteeph rising cost
ol heating fuel, which is
eating up even more of the

family budget
Due principally to housing
costs, between 2JJ million and
:i.f> million people are homeless,
according to most estimates.
And main more are "prehouieless.' temporarily doubling
up with relatives or friends.
Poor bousing conditions
contribute to serious health and
safety problems, such asthma,
lead poisoning and fires.
Far UK) many ol the poorly
housed are concentrated in
minority ghettos, leading to what
Sociologists term "hyperscgrcgaliou." Millions of
low-income families, mainly
black, arc isolated from the
mainstream I onfined to such
ghettocs, the) miss out on the

contacts, job opportunities,
schools and community facilities

Uiat enable social, economic and
geographic mobility.
Part of tlie problem is old-style
discrimination. Laws notwithstanding, there still is rampant
discrimination by landlords,
Realtors, lenders, insurers
and other gatekeepers. Urban
Institute studies, clone for the
I IS. Department of Housing
and Urban Development, using
"paired testers," document
blatant differences iii how blacks
and whites seeking to buy or
rent housing arc treated.
Discriminatory residential
patterns rob many minorities ol
the ability to accumulate wealth
through rising home values.
K.II lal wealth disparities are Car
larger and more significant than
income disparities,
Fifty-five years ago, Congress
established a National I lousing
(Soal ol a decent home and
suitable living environment for
every American family."
U'e have fallen woefully short
Ol that goal.
Housing ought to be a right
— like free public education.
Social Sccurilv and Medicare
and Medicare.
( ongress can —and must
— do more.

Chester Hartman is director of research for the Pinvrft &
Race Research Actkm Council ill
Washington.

Get over yourself, cut that hair
Good gravy, it's getting
worse. And now you
think you're lesus?
What sacrilege! The last
person who claimed he was
jesus was the Waco wacko
himself, David Koresh (note to
self—that was a most
excellent 1990s reference).
I've talked to some people.
I In yre worried about you. You
ale driving your parents to
dings. Your girlfriend is
asking you to cut your hair lor
(hristmas, ((iood lord, she
doesn't even want jewelry just
this!) Former Mi News Sports
Editor Zach Baker is also
concerned, because he told
me it's easy to get attached to
long hair. You're so jumpy when
anyone threatens to alter the
length of it
I iowever, thai was when you
were "Man Sussman: Long
I laired Guy." Now you're "Man
Sussman: Disciple of the Son
of God" and "Red Sox Leadoff
Man" rolled into one big ball

of hate
I'm just going to come right
out and say it — you look
ridiculous. You're a disgrace to
your family, your newspaper

and white men everywhere.

MATT
SUSSMAN
Buzz Lightyear
You're not saving money
anymore, because that money
you saved on haircuts must
now he spent on I'rozac, you
lunatic.
I got another long-haired
Ireak lor ya: Osama bin
laden. That's right. You look
like Osama .You want the FBI
searching your underwear
drawer? (Then again, knowing
you, that'd be a turn on).
So what if it's cold out? lust
wear a hat like everyone else.
Now those are stylish. People
all over campus wear them
— even indoors. It's a very hip

statement for skaters and
posers alike.
Interesting that you brought
up People Magazine, lohnny
Damon is on that list, but who
exactly was the Sexiest Man
Alive? Wasn't it hide Law? I low
long is his hair?
Medium length.
Aside from acting talent,
what's the secret to his fame?
An accent.

"You're not saving
money anymore,
because that money
you saved on
haircuts must now
be spent on Prozac."
See. the key to being sexy isn't
appearance, you
materialistic jerk. Physique is
merely a supplement to the
important aspects —
compassion, friendship, selflessness and hot British accents.
In the meantime, may I
suggest slopping into Fiesta
I lair and getting that dead
weasel you call a hairdo lopped
off. If money is such an issue.
I'll even pay for it. Heck, if any
of your readers are pushing for
you to get it CUt, perhaps they
should donate to your "haircut
fund."
Maybe I should look into
developing a fake accent. Bout
that time, eh chap?
Cheerio.
E-mail Man {or Matt) with
linn mans m msussmaS lignel.
bgsu.edu. Donations for the
Matt Sussman Haircut Fund are
encouraged by his girlfriend.
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CLEVELAND MAYOR PULLS FOR CITY-BY-CITY GAMBLING VOTE

www.bgnews.com/state

SWE

c 11 \ I LAND — Mayor Jane Campbell pushing a plan to gain statewide
approval for casino gambling, said the pitch will be made on the basis
dl letting a city decide for itself. "We think that's the best message: Let
(leveland decide what is right for Cleveland," she said. Ohio voters have
twice rejected casino gambling referendums. The key to Campbell's
proposal for a Nov. 2005 ballot issue is to let voters allow a city to make the
call, rather than a strict up-or down vote to legalize gambling in Ohio.

Cleveland trade grows... with jobs?
TED PRESS
appliances,
screws, annual shipping tonnage has
CLEVEI WD
Ih.' Porl nuts,
bolts
and
coat increased from 300,000 to 500,000
ni (leveland Is humming hangers. Pfeiffer said. I he tons, he said, with monthly
and local shipping industry construction industry, which averages increasing from about
representatives say ii could uses limestone and cement, also 40,000 to nearly 75,000.
den Wkvasil, spokesman for
be a ~iK" '!).» the economy is appears ready for a productive
the Lake (iirriers Association, said
headed upward
spring.
Shipping of iron ore, limestone,
I his year's shipping tonnage total weight of shipped materials
suli, cement and imported steel was more than in any of the last also has increased 20 percent this
has increased 30 percent over last lour years. Pfeiffer said. Ilin of year for carriers who travel on the
Likes.
year, said Steven Pfeiffer, the port's Cleveland customers project thai Great
Although the numbers have
next year will he even busier,
maritime director.
moved up in the last year, they
Pfeiffer said it's "the Strongest still have a way to go to match
"There's only one reason steel
is moving through here like this," optimism thai we've seen in five numbers from 10 years ago when
Pfeiffer said. ' I he economy's years. Thai equates to jobs in the economy was strong, Nekvasil
said.
coming back. That's the Indicator Cleveland.''
The Federal Marine Terminals
At that time, total movement
thai the manufacturers are hard
in Cleveland has seen a surge through the Port of Cleveland was
at work."
Ninety pen em oi what moves in imported steel from Europe, about 15 million tons.
In the first nine months of this
through the port is consumed South America, Russia and other
countries, said terminal manager year, that number was about 10
within 75 miles, Pfeiffer said.
million, last year, that number
loe Thornton.
I he bus) port could be a sign
I he price "I steel is through was 72 million.
thai Cleveland area manufac- the roof, but in spite of that, we're
Were going to have a good
turers are read) to make filing benefiting from it, "he said.
year, but we're not going to reach LOADING UP: A longshoreman at the Port of Cleveland guides a plate of steel into place in November The
port's recent fiscal success has been viewed by some as a strong regional economic indicator.
cabinets,
light
fixtures.
The Federal Marine terminals' previous levels hi'said.

Six Ohio reservists martialed for'justified'vehicle theft
By John McCarthy
SOCIAttO PRESS

COLUMBUS,
—
At
a
rime when some U.S. troops in
Iraq are complaining they
have in scrounge foi equipment, six Ohio-based reservists
were court-martialed
for
taking Arm) vehicles abandoned
in Kuwait liv othei units so
the) could can) out their
own unit's mission to Iraq.

The soldiers say they
needed [lie vehicles, and pans
strippi'd from one, to deliver
fuel to Iraq, but their former
battalion

commander

said

veslerdav the troops should
al
least
have
returned
the
vehicles
to
theii
original units.
Members of the 656th
Transportation
Company
based in Springfield, west
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of Columbus, said they needed
the equipment to deiivei luel
that was needed by U.S. forces
in Iraq for everything from
helicopters to tanks.
The reservists took two
tractor-trailers and stripped
parts from a five-ton truck
that had been abandoned in
Kuwait by other units that had
already moved into Iraq, one
of the reservists. Darrell Bin of
Columbus, told The Associated
I'ress yesterday.
Bin,
a
former
ihiel
warrant officer, and the
others were charged with
theft, destruction of Army
properly and conspiracy to
cover up their crimes. Bin
said he and two others
pleaded guilty and the
Other three were convicted
All
received
six-month
sentences.
"Nobody ever reported
these trucks stolen. The deal
was, when you are moving.
If it was going to take more
than 30 minutes to fix it, you
left it," said Bin, who was
released in November. "I'm

"I'm a Christian
man and I can't
ignore what we did,
but it was justified
to get us in the fight
and to sustain the
flight."
DARRELL BIRT, ARMY RESERVISTS
a Christian man and I can't
ignore what we did. but it
was justified to get us in the
fight and to sustain the light.'
last week, the inililarv said
it would not court-martial
any of 23 other Army reservists who refused a mission
transporting fuel along a
dangerous road in Iraq,
complaining thai their vehicles
in poor condition and did
not have armor. And on
Wednesday,
U.S.
soldiers
complained
to
Defense
Secretary Donald II. Rumsfeld
in Kuwait that they have

to scrounge in landfills for
scrap metal and discarded
bullet-resistant
glass
to
provide armor for their
vehicles.
I he reservists in
the
()56U) Transportation Company
had to move their equipment
along with die fuel and likely
did not have enough vehicles
to do so in one trip, their
former battalion commander,
It. Col. Christopher Wicker,
said in a telephone Interview
yesterday.
"That would have required
multiple trips back. They do
not
have
many
cargo
trucks Ihev are fuel haulers.'
he told The Associated Puss
But once the reservists
were done with the assignment,
they should have sought out die
units die vehicles belonged to.
he said.
Instead of taking the
trucks back to their rightful
owners, the first thing was
erasing the identity marks and
dumping them off at bases,"
Wicker said. "They destroyed
it. Ihev did the enemy's job. ...

Those trucks could be used for

other units."
Wicker
ordered
the
investigation of the thefts, which
OOI lined before he assumed die
battalion post.
"Taking the trucks in my
mind was not the worst thing
ihev did." Wicker said from
fort Hood, Texas, when' he
is now with the Army's 13th
Corps Support Command.
I lie Booth's former company commander, Maj. Cathy
Kaus. told the Chicago Tribune
In yesterdays editions thai
although she knew the
equipment had been stolen, she
could not determine its
owners. The Tribune said the
vehicles were never reported
stolen,
according
to
court-martial transcripts
Kaus
is
serving
a
six-month sentence. She and
Bin have applied for clemency,
which could restore their
military
benefits
and
change their dishonorable
discharges.
Bin
said
yesterday
thai
his
clemency had been denied and
he is appealing.

HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
146% MANVILLE 1 BR Upper Unit. Limit 2 people Limit 2
cars $440 per month, Deposit S440. Tenants pay utilities
Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006.
219 W, EVERS 3 BR Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Tenants pay utilities One car garage, washer, dryer hookups $775 per month. Deposit $775 Lease datesMay 14, 2005- May 6, 2006.
327 E, EVERS, tfP 2 BR Duplex. Limit 3 people. Limit 3
cars. $690 per month, Deposit $690. Tenants pay gas and
electric. Lease dates-August 18, 2005 -August 5, 2006.
412 RIDGE STREET 3 BR Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$960 per month, Deposit $960 Tenants pay utilities
Lease dates-August 18, 2005 -August 5, 2006
422 CLOUGH STREET 2 BR unit above garage. Limit 2
people Limit 2 cars $490 per month, Deposit $490
Tenants pay utilities. Lease dates-May 14, 2005 May 6. 2006.
60S SECQNP, ffA 4 BR Limit 4 people. Limit 4 cars. $780
per month, Deposit $780. Tenants pay utilities. Lease
dates-August 18. 2005 -August 5, 2006
614 FOURTH 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. $840 per
month, Deposit $840. Tenants pay utilities. Has washer
and dryer. Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006.
629 ELM STREET 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$880 per month, Deposit $880 Tenants pay utilities.
Tenants have use of garage Has washer and dryer and
A/C. Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006.
J1Q ELM STREET 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$740 per month. Deposit $740. Tenants pay utilities. Has
washer and dryer. Lease dates-August 18, 2005 - August
5. 2006.

_:

714 EIGHTH. #A 2 BR Duplex Limit 2 people. Limit 2
cars. $680 per month, Deposit S680. Tenants pay utilities
Lease dates-May 14. 2005 - May 6, 2006.
830-83Qy* SCOTT HAMILTON 3 BR Duplex. Limit 5
people. Limit 5 cars. $925 per month, Deposit $925.
Tenants pay utilities. Air Conditioned Lease dates-May
14, 2005 - May 6, 2006
We have many other apartments available. Stop in
the Rental Office for a complete brochure.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260

To streamline the process lor thofe seeking employment opportunities with us,
we have a new online application system. We've moved away from phone calls
and paper-intensive processing.

Online Application:

www.upsjobs.com

Preload • 4am-8am
Day • 11:30am-3:30pm
Twilight • 5pm-9pm
Midnight • 10:4Spm-2:45am

Shift times ate approximate.
For additional information, please contact:

Get up to $23,000* in
College Education Assistance!

319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell)
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30, Saturday 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

AVAILABLE SHIFTS:

Steve Eich (det1sje@ups.com)
or Jami Mullholand Oamilee@bgnet.bgsu.edu)
M call: 419-891-6820
1550 Holland Road

Maumee, OH 43537
Equal Opportunity Employer • 'PiogMm guidelines dpply.

BG SPORTS
GMAC: STOPPING WILLIAMS WILL BE A DAUNTING TASK FOR BG. PAGE 8

BRIEFING
BG track has success
at Saginaw Classic
The BG track and field team
opened its indoor season Friday
night at the Saginaw Valley
Indoor Classic.
There were no team scores
kept but BG performed well.
In sprints, Jessica White,
Nicole Standback and Amber
Walker combined to take four
of the top ten first-place finishes. Andrea Pollack won
the 3,000 meter run. And the
Falcons 4x400 team and the
distance relay team won their
events. Kerri McClung won the
shot put and Erica Wilson won
the long and high jumps.

Sports
are in
trouble
today
MATT
HAWKINS

MONDAY
December 13,
2004
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Falcons cruise past Penguins
Matt Hawkins
SPORTS REPORTER

Josh Almanson scored a
career-high 28 points to lead the
BG men's basketball team to a
81-59 victory over Youngstown
State on Saturday.
Almanson scored 21 of his 28
points in the first half on 8 of 9
shooting. He shot 11 of 13 overall
and contributed four rebounds.
The Falcons shot a sizzling
53 percent from the field and
dominated on the glass, grabbing
36 rebounds while the Penguins
had 25. BG forced the Penguins
to rum the ball over 16 times in
the first half giving the Falcons

Sports Reporter
Did Boston's famous curse rub
off onto the rest of pro sports?
It seemed like just yesterday
(about a month ago! when I
wrote about how the many
surprises in sports could soon
result in the world of
professional sports coming to
an end. The recent unpredictable upsets plaguing sports—
from the curse-ridden Red Sox
winning the World Series 10 the
Detroit Pistons' surprise blowout of the 1A lakers in the NBA
Finals — convinced me
something was bound to
happen. Sure enough my
prediction has become a reality.
This time however, the
demise of pro sports hasn't
been due to any particular team
overcoming obstacles to defeat
a dominant powerhouse, but
what has happened aside from
the actual game itself. It appears
pro athletes have gotten away
from what they're paid millions
of dollars to do — to play for the
fans.
By now you're probably all
too familiar with that
infamous night. November
19th in Auburn Hills, MI which
ruined the image of the NBA
and tarnished the reputation
of previous basketball greats
associated with the league, lust
hearing the name Ron Artest
makes me want to puke.
Last season, he prevented
Detroit's Ben Wallace from
winning his third consecutive
Defensive Player of the Year
award, so Wallace took his anger
out on Artest on that unforgettable night, which started the
SPORTS, PAGE 9

a 27-2 advantage in points
resulting from turnovers.
"Offensively, we came out fast
and defensively 1 thought we
were after the ball," BG coach
Dan Dakich said. "And obviously
losh (Almanson) got going and
that was the ball game."
Almanson has been on fire
lately, shooting a combined 18
of 22 for 44 total points over the
last two games.
"(loshl was as focused in our
last two games as I 've ever seen a
kid," Dakich said.
After BG jumped to an early
26-6 lead in the first seven
minutes of the game, the

Penguins put together an 8-0 run and two blocks and Steven
cutting the deficit to eight with Wright had 14. Germain Fitch
9:45 to go. That would be the contributed six points, live
closest they would get, however, rebounds, and three steals.
as the Falcons closed the half
Quin Humphrey led the
on a 19-7 run with Almanson Penguins with 16 points and
scoring 13 points during that Zach Silverman had 12 points
stretch.
and four rebounds.
The Falcons strong shooting
The Falcons are now 5-1 on
continued in the second half the season and have won five
and Gory Eyink's three-pointer straight games, their longest
with 9:16 left gave the Falcons winning streak since they won
their biggest lead at 66-39. Eyink six during the 2002-2003 season.
finished with seven points They are now 2-1 on the road,
shooting a perfect 3 of 3 from which already matches their
the field.
road victory total of last season.
John Reimold added 16
"I was really pleased with our
points, six rebounds, four assists. play because we haven't been

the greatest road team," Dakich
said. "Any win we get like this is a
welcomed win and I thought we
played hard."
1he Falcons will have plenty
of rest before their next game
Tuesday. Dec. 21 when thev host
II'l Wat 7p.m.
Notes:

The Falcons lead the MAC in
field goal percentage, shooting
over 52 percent on the season
... BG has jumped out to a seven
point lead or better in every
game this season against a Div.
1 opponent... The Falcons have
held [heir opponents to just 59.5
points this season, which leads
the MAC.

Hockey drops two to No. 4 Michigan
Rough weekend for
BG as they lose to
Michigan and lose
star goalie for season.
By Kevin Shields
SENIOR REPORTER

Even after scoring first and
holding leads in both games,
the No. 17 ranked Falcon
hockey team dropped two (8-3,

5-4) to No. 4 ranked Michigan
in ils home-and-home Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
series this past weekend.
"Then' are a lot of positives
which we can take from this
weekend," head coach Scott
Paluch said about the weekend
and dosing the gap between B(;
and Michigan. "We were able
to create some offense against
a pretty good team, get some
goals on a very good goalie and
in both situations we had an
opportunity going into the third
period to win the hockey game.
Certainly though, we need to get
points on a weekend like this to
... .,
, ,
Mike Metier BGNews
make that next move and we'll ,„_„„
STOPPED: Michigan s Al Montoya (35) makes a stop of BG's Ryan Minnabarriet's shot in Bowling Green
shoot for that in the second half Saturday night. Montoya stopped 22 of the 26 shots the Falcons sent his way in a 5-4 Michigan victory.
of the season."
Steve Brudzewski had two llunwick had three goals and
A goal byT.J. Hensickjusl 1:09 neutral zone, before taking a shot
goals over the weekend to lead two assists over the weekend, into the tliird period moved on the right side of lordan Sigalet
the Falcon charge while Bryan including a hat-trick Friday night the Wolverines in front 4-3 and near the crease, which beat him,
Dobek contributed three assists at Yost Ice Arena in Ann Arbor, proved to be the game-winner. high on the stick side.
to lead the team in points in the Mich., where Michigan came Hensick took the puck off the
It was Brudzewski however,
two games.
back from a 3-0 deficit to score right boards from Milan Gajic who got BG on the board first
Michigan defenseman Matt eight straight goals to win 8-3.
and skated in on a rush from the just 4:37 in as BG took a 3-0 lead

after the first period. He took a
pass from Dobek on the right
side of Michigan goaltender
Al Montoya, and then snuck a
shot under Montoya's arm on
the glove side to make 1-0. Don
Morrison also picked up an
assist on the play to give BG the
early lead.
The Falcons then took advantage of a Michigan mistake on
the power-play to move ahead
2-0. Ion Sitko stole a pass in the
neutral zone and got it over to
AlexRogosheskewho skated into
the slot on a breakaway and put
a shot by Montoya on his glove
side for BG's third short-handed
goal of the season at 7:53.
"Ion Sitko made a great play,''
Rogosheske said about his first
goal of the season. "He tipped
it away from their guy and 1 got
a lucky break. It went over their
defenseman's head and 1 went in
all alone."
A litde less than three
minutes later. Brudzewski
tallied his second goal of the
night to give the Falcons a
commanding 3-0 lead. His hard
shot from die left circle found the
net after going under Montoya's
blocker with assists going to
Sitko and Dobek.
The first 10 minutes of the
second period would belong to
Michigan as they stomied back
to tie it at 3-3. Hunwick and
HOCKEY, PAGE 9

USC's Leinart brings home Heisman Conference USA
By Ralph D. Russo
1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Matt Leinart replaced a Heisman
Trophy winner and became one
himself.
The Southern California quarterback won college football's
most prestigious individual
award Saturday night, beating
out Oklahoma teammates
Adrian Peterson and Jason
White, last year's winner.
In 2002, Carson Palmer won
the Heisman as a senior with
the Trojans. Leinart succeeded
the first overall pick in the NFL
draft with a splendid sophomore
season that set him up as the
preseason favorite this year.
Leinart
has
delivered,
throwing for 2,990 yards and 28
TDs and leading the top-ranked
Trojans to a 12-0 regular season.
"I remember when Carson was
sitting up here," Leinart said. "He
said his heart was bearing out of
his chest, I think mine's about to
do the same thing."
The junior is USC's sixth
Heisman winner, tying the
Trojans with OSU for second
behind Notre Dame's seven.
Peterson, the freshman
tailback, was second, White was
third, Utah quarterback Alex
Smith was fourth and Leinart's
teammate Reggie Bush was fifth
in the voting.

two-time Heisman winner,
joining Ohio State tailback
Archie Griffin (1974 and 75).
Smith, who has led Utah to a
berth in the Bowl Championship
Series, received 635 points, and
Bush, the Trojans' explosive and
versatile tailback had 597.
Leinart had never thrown
a pass at USC when he won a
four-way battle to replace Palmer
in 2003.'
The left-hander practically
matched Palmer's Heisman
numbers in his first season as a
starter, throwing for 3,556 yards
and 38 TDs while leading the
Julie lacobsHi AP Photo
Trojans to a share of the national
AND THE WINNER IS: USC's Matt Leinart and Oklahoma's Adrian
Peterson and Jason White wait to see who would win the Heisman. title. He finished sixth in last
year's Heisman balloting.
Leinart would win, while the other two finished second and third.
While Bush has provided a
Leinart and Bush will led with 263 points and Peterson slew of dazzling plays for USC,
the laid-back Leinart is the
compete against Peterson was second with 197.
Trojans' leader.
and White again on Ian. 4 in
Peterson
received
997
Breaking in a new set of
the Orange Bowl. The winner overall points, edging out White
of that contest takes home the (957) for second. Peterson's receivers and playing behind
national tide. It'll be the frst stcond-place finish is the best by a rebuilt offensive line, Leinart
time two players with Heisman a freshman. Georgia's Herschel has completed 66 percent of his
with just six interceptions
trophies have played each other Walker had the previous passes
this season.
in college.
freshman best when he was
The Trojans are 24-1 with
"I know they're going to be third to winner George Rogers of Leinart as a starter and have
coming after me," Leinart said of South Carolina in 1980. Michael won 21 straight games.
the Sooners.
Vick was a redshirt freshman at
USC's first four Heisman
Leinart received 1,325 points Virginia Tech when he was third winners were running backs,
and won all but one of the six in 1999.
starting with Mike Garrett in
voting regions He came in third
White had a chance to 1965 and ending with Marcus
in the Southwest, where White become just the second Allen in 1981.

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEWS.COM/SP0RTS

future looks bright
Bowl on Dec. 22.

BilHabw AP Photo

BIG TIME: Louisville's Stefan
LeFors throws against Tulane. He
is one of the reasons C-USA is
looking so good this season.
Matt Hawkins
SPORTS REPORTER

Rated among the top seven
college football conferences in
the nation, the Conference USA
has sent 10 teams to bowl games
the past two seasons, including
the Memphis Tigers who faces
Bowling Green in the GMAC

C-USAteamssuchasIxiuisville.
Memphis. Southern Miss, and
UAB have all been ranked at one
point this season in the Top 25.
Louisville is currently ranked No.
10 in the nation in the BCS standings with a 10-1 overall record.
Memphis football head coach
Tommy West said the conipcti
lion in the conference has been
as tough as it has ever been.
"We've got some outstanding
teams, starting with Louisville,
West said. "This league's always
been pretty tough at die top; now
it's tough at the bottom, to a point
where really anybody can beat
anybody on a given day."
After celebrating its 10-year
anniversary this season, the
C-USA has developed into one of
the most prolific conferences in
not only college football, but in
other sports as well.

The C-USA is consistent!)
rated as one of the top leagues
in the country for nieiis basket
ball, with 34 NCAA tournament
berths and 24 NIT tournament
appearances since its inception
in 1995.
C-USA, PAGE 8
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Williams set to give BG
fits next week at GMAC

SWINGS AROUND

Williams became Memphis'
featured back. He piled up
1,430 yards, which was fifth
in the nation and set the Tiger
single-season record, and l.l
touchdowns
(10
rushing .
earning him Conference USA
Offensive and Player of the Year
honors. I lis effort was crucial in
helping Memphis earn a trip to
the New Orleans Howl.
After gaining 61 yards in a
season opening
win
over
li-uncssee Tech, Williams began
a 10-game streak of running for
over 100 yards before injury
struck,
He tore the MCI. in his left
knee in the third quarter against
Cincinnati and was forced lo
sil out the regular season finale
against South Florida and that
veil's bowl game against North
levis

Mike Metzger AP Photo
ON THE BAR: BG's Kristin DiPietro swings on the parallel bars during BG's brown and orange
scrimmage. DiPietro finished third, but her brown team lost the meet.

C-USA gets new look in '05
C-USA. FROM PAGE 7
"Wfe've had a lot ol growth In
in years.' C-USA ( ommissioner
Britton Banowsky said. "TTie
competitive success thai we've
had continues to blossom and
gel better and we have seen success in virtually all of our sports."
Hill
next
season
the
C-USA will have a completely
new look. Current members
Cincinnati, DePaul, Louisville,
Marquetteand USF will leave the
conference next season and
become members of the nig
I asi ic ii will move over to the
Mountain West, while Charlotte
and Sainl Louis shifl over 10 the
Atlantic l". Army will also bolt
the C-USA, joining Noire Dame
ami Navy as an Independent

Teams moving
Into
the
realigned
C-USA
next
season
Include
Marshall
anil UCK holh from the
Mid-American
Conference,
as well as Rice. SMU, Tulsa,
and II ii I! [hej |oln current
members Eastt Carolina, Houston,
Memphis, Southern Miss,Tulane,
and UAH in the newly formatted
12-team conference. Banowsky
said the new editions will allow
the league 10 become even better
foi the future
We view the realignment as
an opportunity," Banowskj said
"Ws think the league in most ways
is going to be heller in die future
than ii is right now and we're very
excited about it. We were able to
add some great universities and
get a little more compatible."

Currently there are schools
in
the C-USA
that don't
sponsorfootballteamslCharlotte.
Del'aul. Marquette and Sainl
Louis) and one that only
sponsors football (Army). The
realignment will change all that.
"lo have all 12 universities
sponsoring the sport of football
and all the other sports is really
terrific for us from a structural
standpoint." Banowsky said.
West likes the direction that the
conference is going in and said
be is excited about the oullook
lor the future
"Football wise, our league is
going to IK.' as strong or possibly
stronger next season," West said.
"But with all the changes there is
definitely going to be an [adjustment period] as we continue to
try and grow as a conference."

* IS YOUR CAR READY FOR SNOWY WEATHER? $fe
ALL STUDENTS AND FACULTY SAVE AN EXTRA 10%

\i:U:i.i*.-i,ii* miu*Him i.imw-MHi
I •?*>•£

S

t'VNs' Brake Pads and Shoes
Includes FREE Inspection

Sm
OH ANY 4 TIRES

Sal* Ends S««n
Hurry In An* Savat
WE'lL MEET. O* BUT ANT COMPfTlttH* O-TIH
-UP TO Mi RETAIL VALUE PER AXLE
NOCARRYOUT uABOR EXTRA
w
HO OTHER DOCOUNT1 APPLY EXPIRES Urll'M

Includes FREE
Alignment Check

■■"7T:ir,'ii

:f4

Oil Change
and Tire Rotation

5W20; 5W30; or 10W30 Included
Includes FREE Inspection
■Most CAT. 4 UflM Tnj*A»

NO OTHER DISCOUNT* APPLY - EXPIRES 1111"M

200%

OOIN' IT RIGHT-EVERY CAR. EVERY

PRICE GUARANTEE

We Will Not Be Undersold

'AUTO SERVICE CENTERS
999 South Main Street - Across from ALDI Foods

,nr^.r
V
WE'LL REFUND 200S
OF THE DIFFERENCE!

BEST DEAL

IN TOWN
INCLUDE*
Chassis Lube
AND

FREE
Fluid Top-off*Between Changes

j>

Find Mora Coupon* On-line: friatfreman.com
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AND HE'S OFF: Memphis running back DeAngelo Williams is one of the
best runners in the nation with 1.828 yards and 21 touchdowns.
By Adam Hritzak
ASSISTANI SPORIS [DUOS'

Picture
a
short,
stout
running back wearing number
20. dressed in blue, slashing
through In il>'s. hiking defenders
out of their shoes and burning
past the last line of defense,
Remind anyone of Barry
Sanders?
Though he may not be
Sanders.
Memphis
junior
running backDe-AngcloWilliams
thrills viewers with spectacular
runs that leave jaws dropped
and defenders crushed
Standing in at 5'10" and
weighing 217 pounds, Williams
has leaped to the top ol the
college
football
running
back ranks in 2004. His
numbers speak for themselves
He amassed 1,828 rushing yards,
which is third in the nation,
just 17 yards behind leader l.l.
Arlington of Cal and 15 back ol
Adrian Peterson of Oklahoma.
He ted die nation in scoring with
132 points and his 21 rushing
touchdowns are the IH'SI In the
country; He also is third in tinnation with 295 carries.
Williams'
production
earned him Conference USA
Co-Offensive Player of the Year
honors along with Louisville
senior quarterback
Stefan
i.i ore.
In the final four games of the
yeai
crunch time to get to
a bowl — Williams played the
Ix'st football of his career, He
torched Louisville for 200 yards
ami a touchdown, Southern
Miss for 199 and two scores,
East i larolina for 225 and four
IDs and SouUi Florida wiUi a
career-high 2KI vards and two
IDs.
Coming out of Wynne High
School in Wynne, Arkansas,

Williams was considered the top
back in the state of Arkansas In
Ins senior season, he averaged
BJ1 astounding 10.4 vards per
cany
After going through the
i ccruiling process, he decided to
attend Memphis because ngers
head coach Tommy West was
straightforward with him.
"He just told me plain and
simple, "You will determine
when and how last you play on
this team I cant guarantee you
anything','' Williams said. "And I
liked his honest)
I le's a coach thai will treat
you like a man. and ii you can't
handle it. then that's when he'll
Deal you like a boy
Williams did not waste time
proving dial he was a legit back,
in his freshman year, he gave
Tiger fens a glimpse ol what was
to come, carrying 103 times for
IS»I yards and five touchdowns
Memphis
started
that
scasni i slow I v. losing two straight
heading into a matchup against
lulane. Needing a win badly,
Williams was given a bigger load
than he had previous!) seen
and did not disappoint, lie ran
for It* yards and a touchdown,
averaging 9.2 yards JM'I cany in
the Tigers 38-10 win over the
Green Wave
Memphis had a poor season
overall, which Williams was not
used to dealing with.
"My first year, we were 3-9
and it was a teaming yeai foi me
because I had come from a high
school (where) we Iliad) nine or
ten wins every season. We were
playing for something, either
the conference championship
or state championship. So.
losing) was kind of hard for me
in swallow."
In his sophomore year.

In the offseason, Williams
changed his workout regimen
to build on his 'IB success and
prevent another injury.
"I've changed how I work in
the weight room, he said. "Lasl
year. I went through different
training, bill (now I know) how
to deal with what's aching on
mj bodyorwhal I need to focus
in on, I know bow to treat my
body now."
Wesi believes that Williams
ma) have been slow toslart this
year, but as the season went on,
bisstai shined bright.
I lie til-st half ol the season.
I thought he was Ok." said
West, who is 25-22 in lour years
leading the tigers. "Ihe lasl
hall of die season, he's been like
himself, Once he got in good
game shape ... he gol in a
groove."
Despite all ol the praise and
accolades Williams has received.
he gives much of the credit to
the big men up front that give
him room to run.
Memphis starts four seniors
and one red-shirt sophomore
on their line.
"(lur (offensive) line has done
a great job.They're m) backbone
and without them. I'm nothing,"

he said.
\ii hough the only BG game he
saw this year was against Toledo.
Williams knows what to cvpec I
He sees the Falcon defense as
"vet) fast" and likes the pla\ ol
the defensive line.
" ilicy re powered by the front
lour and their up front people
gel pressure on the quarterback
ur\ well, and they just come
out and play'
Williams,
awaie
of the
offensive power the Falcons
bring lo the field, left one bit ol
adv Ice lo help his Tigers in the
GMACBowL
" fell (BG) quarterback (Omai
lacobsl not to throw for 4. (XX)
yards against us."
Hie main concern in this
game, ii seems, will he lo
prevent Williams from making
Sanders-like tuns. Bui with the
arsenal of skills he has, thai may
be too big of a task.

Look for our
GMAC BOWL GAME GUIDE
My BGSU is Extending Hours
for the Opening of Spring Semester 2005

WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 15

To help students and faculty obtain needed information
My BGSU will provide added access for acquiring

Students' Class Schedules
Faculty Class Rosters

•Analysis on both teams

on
Saturday, January 8 - 7:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.*
Sunday, January 9 - 7:30 a.m. - 11:59 p.m.*
Monday, January 10 - midnight - 9:00 p.m.*
My BGSU may be unavailable for up to a 30-minute period beginning at

GMAC BOWL

•hi depth stories about
-Scott Mruczkowsfci
Cole Magnet-Jovon Burkes
DeAngleo WHtams

5:30 p.m. on Sunday, January 9 and at 6:00 a.m. Monday January 10 in
order to complete necessary system functions.
Standard availability continues
Sunday through Saturday from 7:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

•Coverage ol the years
most exdting bowl game

#—#
"Parking, Change Home Address, My Financial Aid Status,
and Hire a Student Employee applications will not be
available during extended hours.
Questions may be directed to the Technology Support Center (TSC),
129 Hayes Hall, 2-0999, tsc@.bgnet.bgsu.edu
TSC will be open noon - 6:00 p.m. Saturday,
January 8 and Sunday, January 9

•A brief synopsis ol
BG's Bowl history
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Michigan plays big in 3rd against BG
HOCKEY, FROM PAGE 7

Brandon Kaleniecki scored two
power-play goals before Gajic
tied the game up on a great move
around Sigalet's left side.
BG out-shot the Wolverines
11 -10 in the period, but Montoya
made some big saves to keep
Michigan in the game, including
a big one on Derek Whitmore on
a Falcon power-play and finished
the night with.
Five goals by Michigan in
the third would blow the game
wide-open. After Hensicks goal
just 1:09 in, Hunwick got his
second of the night less than two
minutes later to give Michigan
lead 2:58 into the final
period.
Kevin Porter, llensick and
Hunwick would score again
before ii was aD over as Michigan
stayed unbeaten at Yost Ice Vrena,
winning 8-3.
I was real pleased with the
game our team played for two
periods, but we didn't handle the
road conditions that well in the
third period," Much said about
the loss. "Michigan just made
too many plays in the third and
capitalized
on
their
opportunities."
l! only took only 2:12 on
Saturday for the Falcons to grab
.in early lead on the Wolverines
In the BG Ice Arena, which saw its
biggest crowd In nearly six years.
Mike l-'alk took a pass from
Whitmore and slipped a shot
pas) Montoya on the left side
"! the net for his second on the
yeai to give BG a 1-0 lead for the
second night in a row
Ion Honed made his first
Man of the season in net for the
Falcons on the night after ii was

learned that Sigalet was sick from and slipped one by I lorrell on a
symptoms
of
multiple rush to make it 2-f
sclerosis, which he came out and
The Falcons would have a great
announced he had prior to the first 10 minutes of the second
game.
period, as this time they scored
Sigalet had been suffering from two goals and grabbed the lead
MS for the past nine months right back.
after being diagnosed in early
Whitmore scored on the
March, 2004. His symptoms have power-play after his dump-in
caused him to miss just three bounced off the right boards and
games in that periori of time, found an open net after Montoya
including last Saturday's game had left to play the puck from
against Michigan State.
behind. 1 lorrell recorded the
"What Ionian has exhibited assist as he played the puck out
over the past nine months, both to Whitmore, who picked up his
physically and mentally, is noth- seventh goal at 1:11.
ingshort of extraordinary," Paluch
lames linger gave BG the lead
said about Sigalet's
as he skated into the
announcement. "His
slot from the right
"What
ability to deal with his
Bred a shot thai
Jordan has and
disease and perform
beat Montoya low on
at the high level he
die slick side for his
exhibited... fifth
has is unbelievable.
goal of the sea
is nothing son. Dobekpicked up
It's as courageous an
effort as anything I've
the assist at the 8:12
short of
been around from an
mark of the period.
athlete and certainly
extraAfter a big f> on
one that I know our
3 kill by BG, the
ordinary.
"
staff and players have
Wolverines caught
drawn a lot from."
the falcons napping
scon PALUCH.
Honed, who has
as Kaleniecki found
HEAD COACH
seen limited action
the net from the slot
this season only playin from with 4:04
ing 130:53 minutes and getting remaining in the period to tie it
in two prior games, made some at II.
big saves throughout tile first as
i )nce again, the Falcons would
Michigan got nine on him in one grab the lead jusi 2.09 into ihe
period,
ihird as Hen Geelan's gor his
lason Dest finally got the fourth of die year on a hard-laser
Wolverines on the board with from the point. Brett Pilkington
just 1:13 left in ihr Bret as he
picked up llie assist.
look a pass in the slot and put his
llensick would tie the game
wrist-shot past I lorrell's lefl lo tie again jusi i:.ll later on a
it at 1-1.
wrap-around from the left side
Ii would only take five seconds that beat I lorrell on his glove
fin the Wolverines to gain the side.
lead as Iclf Tamhellini made a
David Moss then gol the
great plaj off the face-off and game-winner in front jusi over
found David Moss, who drove in Diree minutes later onaMichigan

power-play on a tip on from a
shot from the point that found
the net under I lonells arm to
make it 5-4.
BG had chances down the
stretch including a shot off the
top crossbar with only 1:30 left on
a 6-on-4 advantage, but couldn't
beat Montoya as Michigan held
on for a 5-4 victory.
"I know we played better
tonight than we did yesterday,"
1 lorrell said about the game. "We
were a lot stronger in our own
end than we were yesterday. We
didn't allow mistakes to build on
each other and build the momentum like they did last night"
"It was a crazy game, every
time we come to Bowling Green
its' a crazy game," Michigan
head coach lied Berenson said
about the game. It was a good
hard-fought game, they (BG)
certainly redeemed themselves
and they came hack and had a
good game and we were lucky to
get out ol here with a win. \o one
can fault their goalie, he (I lorrell)
played really well for them. He
made two great saves in the sec
ond period, which could've been
game saving saves for them and
he gave them a chance all night."
"I was sorry to hear about
lordan Sigalet and his situation,"
he added. "We just learned about
his situation tonight and it's
unfortunate."
Ihe BG power-play went
1-for-12 on the weekend, while
the' Michigan power-play went a
stronger 4-fbr-15,
BG drops to 8-6-2 overall;
5-5-2 in Ihe CCHA and will return
to action at the Dartmouth
tournament, Dec. 29,

Rapping, fighting
hurts sport world
many olher players are using
illegal substances.
entire fiasco.
Bui with similar steroid
What Big Ben did was
accusations lingering over the
understandable.
past few years, it's no wonder
After all, Artest had made
that a story of tin's magnitude
headlines a week earlier by
hadn't surfaced much sooner.
asking for a month off to
Every season since 1998 has
promote his rap album, which
seen over 5.000 home runs
already sent messages across
crushed over ball park fences.
the league showing where he
But before 1995, home run
places basketball on his list of
totals exceeded ihe 4,000 mark
priorities.
for a season only twice (in 1987
But what Artest did in
mid 1993).
Detroit that night was totally
lust by looking at most major
uncalled for, and he shouldn't
league baseball
be allowed to wear an NBA
players ii should be obvious
jersey ever again.
The NBA is a sport built from that steroids have been a factor
for years, for many fans,
the fans, and for the fans. So
especially young kids, these
when Artest stormed into the
guys are heroes, That could
seats he essentially attacked
soon change.
his main source of income,
Of course even the NHL has
and thus should be "fired" as a
had its share of bad publicity.
result. Stephen Jackson, who
With more and more hockeyassisted Artest in throwing
players leaving for F.urope, it
down with a few fans should
doesn't look good for hockey
get a similar
fans. At this rate, the Tampa
treatment but allowed back
Bay Lighting may never gel
in a few years pending good
to defend their Stanley Cup
behavior. Jermaine O'Neal
Championship
didn't enter the stands, but he
did slug a Pistons fan on the
The \BA and MLB both had
possibly the biggest
court. A one-year suspension
would be a reasonable
championship series upsets in
punishment for him.
their respective league
Baseball fans haven't had
histories this past year and
much to look forward to
now both sports are preparing
either. After Barry Bonds, lason for die worst situations they've
Giambi and Gary Sheffield
ever had lo face. If the Miami
— all among the best in
Dolphins win ihe Super Bowl
baseball — admitted lousing
next season, prepare for the
steroids, von wonder how
worst in sports.
SPORTS, FROM PAGE 7
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419 353-BGSU!

1045 N. Main St. Hours: Sun. to Wed. 11 -1:30am • Thur. to Sat 11 -2:30am

Medium Pizza
Cheese & 1 Topping .

$l

CVieeztiBpeo'd
99
with any Pizza Purchase

• Offer good on Dec. 13*, 14*. 15*,
16* & 17* only

• Offer good on Dec. 13", 14*, 15*,
16* & 17* only

• No Coupon Necessary

• Minimum $7 for delivery

Best!

• Additional toppings $1.00 each
• No Coupon Necessary

■^fe^sT-CARRyOUT
& FREE DELIVERY

City Bucks
accepted hereI

ACC PTED AT TH,S
www.marcos.com «.•'"*', P'yte
! card inlormationwhen
LOCATION
ri credit
ordering fa deliver*
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THE SCARLET LETTER" SET TO BE AUCTIONED
NATICK, Mass. —The oldest known copy of Nathaniel
Hawthorne's The Scarlet Letter" has heen donated to
Christie's by a relative of the author. The historical
society hopes to make more than $250,000 Thursday,
from the manuscript that is said to have authentic
proofreading corrections and comments inside.

Flu shots supply now exceeds demand
By Rebecca Cook
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Elaine Thompson AP Photo

JUST A PINCH: Frances Welch. 95, rolls up her sleeve in preparation for a
flu shot from registered nurse Randy Kortness at a flu shot clinic hosted
by a grocery store in Seattle on Tuesday. Dec.7. 2004. In October and
Novemeber people waited in line nationwide for hours fo get a flu shot.
But now that more shots have become available, demand is lessening.

SFATTLE - Rod Watson had to
cancel 1,000 flu-shot clinics in
four slates when the national
vacdne shortage cut off his
supply two months ago.
Now Watson has flu shots
aplenty — and he can't give them
away.
"My biggest fear is I'm gong to
end up with a lot of serum, and
there's a national shortage," said
Watson, president of Prevention
MI), a medical screening and
immunization company. 1 le
offers S20 flu shots Monday
through Friday at his Seattle-area
office.
Public health officials in
California, Colorado and other
states have voiced similar fears.
Some are relaxing die rules to
offer shots to more people.

High-risk groups, as defined who don't live in nursing homes
Supply exceeds demand In
someareas, the federal Centers for by the CDC, are people age 65 and who lack the resources to
Disease Control and Prevention and older, adults and children track down a llu shot.
acknowledges. In other areas, with chronic diseases, babies 6
"There are still some real
people are still desperate for the months to 23 months, pregnant desperate people out there," said
vaccine. The best way to find a women, nursing home residents, Watson, of the Seattle medical
flu shot is to call your local health and people who live with chil- company. "We just don't know how
department, the CDC advises.
dren under 6 months of age.
to find them."
The CDC says 98 million
Some state officials are
It's still too soon to tell whether
people need the vaccine this expanding eligibility to younger
winter. About G.r> million doses people, those just over 50. The more people will get sick and die
will be available in the United CDC is encouraging state officials this year because of the vaccine
States, including a nasal to set their own guidelines based shortage. Most years, the peak
vaccine that's safe only for healdiy on local needs
flu month is actually Febmary,
people.
according to the CDC. Public"They
know
what's
best
Public health officials say
health officials say the BuVei
for
their
community,"
CDC
they hope demand is dwindling
lining may be that the shortage
spokesman
Uclwyn
Grant
because diey've reached the
focused more attention on simple,
said.
The
federal
agency
is
also
people who need llu vaccine
the most: babies, the aged and working with state and local common-sense ways to stop the
the infirm. But they acknowl- officials to redirect vaccine to spread of die virus—washing your
edge that otiier factors — from areas where it's most needed for hands, staying home from school
or work when you're sick, and
frustration and apathy to simple high-risk patients.
Health officials are worried avoiding touching your nose, eyes
human nature — might be at
about elderly and infirm people and mouth.
work too.

Peterson jurors deliberate 30-yr-old case reopened
By Brian SKolofl
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

lil IIWOODCITY,Calif. -Thefact
that jurors did not immediately
return a sentence recommendation for Scott Peterson bodes
well for the man convicted of
murdering his wife and her fetus,
legal observers said.
Jurors resume deliberations
today on whether Peterson
should be sentenced to dcatii
or life in prison. They took die
weekend off following 8 1/2
hours of deliberations ending
Friday afternoon.
"It was a good sign for Peterson
that they didn't come back
immediately." said Loyola Law

Schoolprofessorlauricl evenson.
It makes a lot of sense to me
that frankly they wanted to take
die weekend ... Because I diink
in die amount of time they've
deliberated, about the only thing
they've been able to do is bear
each other out."
The jurors will remain
sequestered in a hotel until they
reach a unanimous agreement
on a punishment. The judge will
formally sentence Peterson on
V-eb. 25.'
The same jury of six men and
six women found Peterson guilty
Nov. 12.
Defense attorneys called 39
witnesses over se\en days in

the penalty phase of I^terson's
double-murder trial. Prosecutors
called just four of Laci's family members, all on the
first day, Nov. 30
Peterson, 32, was convicted
Nov. 12 of murder in the deaths
of his wife. Lad, and her fetus
Prosecutors say he strangled or
smothered his wife on or around
Christmas live 2002 and dumped
the body in San Francisco Bay.
Peterson claims he was fishing
alone that day.
If jurors are unable to agree
on a sentence, prosecutors must
decide whether to retry just die
penalty phase or to accept a
default sentence of life in prison.

By Roxana Hegeman
'HE ASSOCtA•E D PRESS

WICHITA. Kan. - Hurst
Laviana had just finished
covering a routine police
briefing for The Wichita
Eagle when a detective
I Hilled him aside and said
ive |>eople had fingered him
as a suspect in die BTK serial
killings.
like some other reporters
In the Wichita area, laviana
allowed a I ).\ A swab.
"Most of us thought it wasn't
a big deal," laviana said. "It's
almost like joining a fraternity.
Ybu want to gel a T-shirt diat
says .Tin not BTK.'"
Since the serial killer
resurfaced in March with
letters to media and police,
investigators
have
been
looking at reporters and within
their own ranks for suspects.

The Kansas Bureau of
Investigation confirmed it has
done hundreds of DNA SWabs
in connection with the BTK
investigation, but did not offer
specifics. No arrests have been
made.
BTK — a self-coined
nickname that stands for
"Bind, Torture, Kill" — claimed
responsibility for eight unsolved
killings from 1974 through 1986
In letters to The Wichita Eagle
and local television station
KAKL.
Ronald Loewen was news
director at KAKIi when the
Wichita station got a letter in the
1970s from BTK. Ixiewen did the
story himself.
Police,
thinking
the
killer would be more likely to
contact I oewen than to use an
anonymous mailbox, provided

protection for him for some lime.
Loewen has kept that Information
to himself all these years.
Loewen, 56, is now vice
president
of
strategic
development for Grecmillr.
S.C.-based Liberty Corp., which
owns a group of 15 television
stations. This summer, he was
contacted by Wichita police
l.t. Ken Landwehr and asked to
submit a DNA sample.
"I was more than happy to do it,"
Loewen said.
He said reporters who covered
the murders in the I970sand 1980s
lived the story and experienced
the terror of the community.
"This guy happened to
commit his crimes in very small
television market before (the
coming of] 24-hour news, so he
never got the notoriety he wanted,"
Hiewensaid.
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Get more Bucks for your Books
Student Book Exchange
530 East Woostcr Street
Caddy Corner from Founders
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FOREVER
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4 KILLED IN GAZA CHECKPOINT BOMBING
GAZA CITY— Palestinian militants blew up an Israeli
army base at the Gaza-Egypt crossing yesterday by
sneaking more than a ton of explosives through a
tunnel, killing four Israeli soldiers and wounding at
least 10. Isreal said the attack jeopardizes peace moves
and demanded Palestinian action to stop militants.

WORLD

Missiles rain down on Fallujah
ByPaulGarwood
IHC SSSOCUltO PHtSS

BAGHDAD, Iraq - American
warplancs pounded Fallujah
with missiles yesterday as insurgents fought running battles with
coalition forces in the volatile
uvsicnilraqitity.rheU.S. military
said two troops died in separate
Incidents.
Several detained leaders of
Saddam I lussein's regime began
refusing meals In apparent
protest against their upcoming trials, U.S. military officials
and a lawyer said. Former Iraqi
strongman Saddam I Itissein was
not among them.
In Jordan, Hussain's attorneys
argued ahead of today's first

anniversary of his capture that
the fonner president was being
held illegally by U.S. and Iraqi
authorities
"It was more of a forced
abduction that later bccamccompulsory concealment and solitary
confinement, acts rejected by all
international conventions," said
a statement released yesterday
by the team, which cited human
rights conventions Washington
allegedly had violated.
1 lussain's lawyers were
appointed by his wife, Sajida, but
have not been able to contact
their client. None were at his side
when he was arraigned Inly 1 in
Baghdad on preliminary charges,
including killing rival politicians.

gassing Kurds, invading Kuwait
in 1990 and suppressing popular
uprisings in 1991.
The military said yesterday a
soldier was killed a day earlier
in a roadside bomb blast in the
capital's northern suburbs. Three
other soldiers also were wounded

in the ambush,
A U.S. Marine died in action
Sunday in Anbar province, a
vast region comprising the
battleground cities of Fallujah
and Itamadi.
As of yesterday, at least 1,289
members of the U.S. military
have died since the beginning
of the Iraq war in March 2003,
according to an Associated Press
count.

Meanwhile. Iraq's postwar
political hopefuls continued jostling for |H)sition ahead of fan. 30
elections, the first sin h polls to be
held since I lussain's overthrow.
Two moderate, mainly Sunni
Muslim parties announced
they would field slates for the
polls, indicating an apparent
strengthening of support for
the vote among the religious
minority, despite calls from some
Sunni politicians for a boycott
Sunnis traditionally have
enjoyed significant privilege in
Iraq, but have lost their political
ascendancy since Hussain's fall.
The country's majority Shiites
— numbering fit) percent of the
population — are expected to

exploit their weight of numbers
and dominate the post-election
legislature.
"They I the Sunnis] realized that
there was no chance for postponing and that it's better to participate," said Nehro Mohammed
Abdul-Karim Kasnazan. a
leader of the Coalition of Iraqi
National llnnv, which is fielding a
275-member slate for the polls.
The Constitutional Monarchy
Movement, a moderate Sunnidominated group seeking the
restoration of a constitutional
monarchy, also announced a list
of 27.r> election candidates. The
slate is headed by Sharif Ali, a
cousin of Iraq's last king — who
was killed in a 1958 military coup,

and includes Kurds and Shiites.
A former Governing Council
member, Naseer al-Chadarchi,
announced that his Patriotic
and Democratic Party, another
moderate
Sunni
fringe
movement, would field at least
40 candidates, including Shiites
from southern Iraq, according to
aide Omar al-Ma'arouf.
"Despite die party's insistence
on postponing the elections, it
will participate with a separate
list" of candidates, al-Ma'arouf
said.
Iraq's U.S.-backed interim
government has said the Ian. 30
vote must go ahead, despite a
FALLUJAH. PAGE 12

Presidential challenger poisoned
was chosen
"I don't want this factor to
The massive quantities of it
Tests showed the toxin was influence the election in some found in Yushchenko's system
VII N\ V Austria - Ukrainian taken orally, and was likely way—either asaplusor a minus.' caused chloracne. a type of adult
prosecutors reopened their slipped Into something that Yuschenko said as he headed acne caused by exposure to toxk
investigation into allegations Yushchenko ate or drank. 'This back to Kiev. "This question will chemicals. Hie condition is
Viktor Yushchenko was poisoned is the first case internation- require a great deal of time and treatable, but can take two to
alter doctors who treated the ally when the intake has been serious investigation. Let us do il three years to heal.
opposition leader confirmed oral, usually it's inhaled, its V6T} alter the election
Zimpfer said Yushchenkos
today is not
he had been slipped the toxic differcnt.'Ticsaid. The Amsterdam the moment."
treatment will now be "very
chemical dioxin, as Yushchenko tesis found Yushchenko's blood
Yushchenko fell ill Sept 5 and difficult and long."
returned home yesterday to contained more than 1,000 times has been treated at the Vienna
\mong other things, Dioxin is
campaign for this month's the normal amount of dioxin.
Ukraines prosecutor generals dink twice before, but it was known to cause cancer, and Dr.
presidential run-off vote,
Yushchenko said he didn't office Said il had reopened the tests performed since he checked Nikolai korpan. the pin sician who
want the poisoning issue to criminal investigation that it in I riday night that provided lias been Heating Yushchenko,
overshadow the Dec. _'ii vote, closed in November for lack of conclusive evidence of the said it was too early to tell whal
other problems might develop.
poisoning, Zimpfer said
but the director of Vienna's elite evidence of poisoning.
For now. he said, "we can
Dioxin is a byproduct of
I aw makers from Yushchenko's
liudolfiner said that a potential
parts said the clinic's findings industrial processes such as confirm that bis health is vet)
criminal case could lx' involved.
"We are not dealing with confirmed thai his opponents waste Incineration and chemical good at this moment and he can
do his job." Korpan said.
simple pimples, we are dealing Wanted U) assassinate or disable and pesticide manufacturing.
With a poisoning and the suspi- him rather than lake the risk he
cion ul third patty iinoKeinent." would defeat Prime Minister
Viktor Yanukovych In the
Dr. Miiii.ilel /miplci said.
Doctors at Vienna's elite presidential election.
Yanukovych
campaignHudolfiner clinic said it took a
newly developed test conducted ers rejected suggestions thai
In a lab in Amsterdam where the prime minister could
'iiislnhenko's blood samples wen' have been involved in any
sent, to determine beyond doubt poisoning attempt. There is no
thai it was dioxin poisoning logic in such an accusation." said
thai caused a mystery illness in T'aras Chornovyi, Yanukovych's
September thai left Yushchenko campaign manager.
Yushchenko agreed on the
disfigured and in pain.
Whoever was responsible need for an Investigation but
may have thought dioxin was said the focus should now be
• Furnished
untraceable, Xinipfer said. "Until on the rerun of the runoff vote
recently, there has been no Ihloodl the Supreme Court ordered after
• 2 Full Baths
testing available" for dioxin, ruling fraud in the Nov. 21 ntnoff
Zimpfer said. "This may be one gave the election to Yanukovych,
• FREE WIRELESS
ol the reasons that this kind of hand-picked candidate of outgopoisoning, if it was a criminal ago ing President l£onid Kuchma.
By David Rising

mi ASSOCIAtlO PRESS

Elrem lukatsky AP Photo

POISON EFFECTS: This combination photo depicts Viktor Yushchenko,
Ukraine's opposition leader and top presidential candidate, before
and after his mysterious illness. On the left, Yushchenko submits his
candidacy papers in the Ukrainian capital of Kiev on July 4, 2004. On
the right, his face disfigured by illness, he answers media questions in
Kiev on Friday about dioxin poison possibly being put in his soup

Student Health Service
•HOLIDAY

THE TRUTH IS...

Select Units Have:
•Air Conditioning
•Gas Log Fireplace
•Tile Floors

YOU ATE ENOUGH

MYSTERY
MEAT

I -4 PM Pharmacy ONLY

Monday, December 27
10 AM - 4 PM

»*«**,,

PX^

•

II

t YOU RHLU WfT CflRF WHAT VOU Efll KEEP CMC TO
THE SMC PUKES. THE LUNCH LAW WOULD BE PROUD.
,„, BUT f WO RATHER NOT BE FATING PRESSED AND
FORMED SANDWICH MEATS. COME SEE WUR UNCLE JIMMY.

LET THE TRUTH BE KNOWN.

SERIOUS SANDWICH DELIVERY

1616 E.WOOSTER-419-352-7200

10 AM- 4 PM

We will be open unlll 5:30 on
Friday. December 17.
Don't foiget to refill your
prescription 01 pick-up your

allergy serum belore leaving.

Have a safe and happy Holiday Season!

Starting at

$735/month
+ Utilities

%

2 Bedrooms. 2 Baths. 2 People

*28S/mo.
• Fully Furnished
* Dishwasher/ Garbage Disposal
* 24 Hour Maintenance
• On Site Laundry
•NEXT TO CAMPUS...
No Long Shuttle Waits

•NOW RENTING FOR FALL 2008

IT

January 3-7

#

Greenbriar, Inc. (419)352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

IN GRADE SCHOOL.

HOURS-

Monday, December 20

3 Bedroom Apartments

INTERNET
• Laundry on site

BREAK

LISTINGS AVAILABLE
FOR 2005-2006
SCHOOL YEAR
Large Selection of Houses and
Apartments with Great Locations.
We have Efficiencies
1 Bedrooms, 2 Bedrooms.
3 Bedrooms, Duplexes & Houses
Pickup a list of available houses and
apartments at the rental office.
(across from Taco Bell)
A Listings available for Spring Semester 2005 A
Everything is reasonably priced and
we are even open on Saturday.

Field Manor, Frazee Avenue Apts.,
Buff Apts, Ridge Manor

Hours:
M-F 8:30- 5:30 Sat 8:30- 4:30

Also ask about our rental rates at:

Stop in and talk with the friendly staff at

Merry Street Apts., 501 Pike Street
& 425 East Court St.
445 E.Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
■l J402
'0717

>*-*™*»i
•- J^.

Hours:
Mon Fri 9<im-5pm
Saturday9am Ipm

GREENBRIAR, INC.

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE, INC.
319E.WoosterSt.
Bowling Green, OH
Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

n

r

n
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The Daily Crossword
Fix DA (OR
brought to you by lSt-\ X^-^ I l

Anniv. of Hussain's capture
i ailed in by troops ill (aimed)
contact with and observing
the enemy moving from house
in house' spokesman it l.yle
Gilbert said.
Fallujah resident Abdullah
Ahmed said the
lighting
Stai led aftei I1 S, soldiers l>n)ii|>lit
700-800 men into the (il\ to deal
nibble fiom damage caused by
\i i\ ember's offensive.
I be clashes started as soon as
the young men entered the city."
Ahmed said. "The American
troops were surprised and decided in launch military operations."
I artier, Iraqi Red < resceni
Societ)
workers
returned
Ki I allujah with food, water
and
medical
aid
after
withdrawing Dec. 5 because ol
security concents,
Hed
Crescent,
sister
organization of the International
( ommittee of the Hed Cross, is

FALLUIAH. FROMPAGE 11
rampanl insuigenq fueled mainh In Sunni extremists targeting
i i s forces and Iraqi's nascent
security forces in .i bid to derail
the elections.
"We nave a lull desire thai ;ill
Iraqis "ill participate, despite
their color, sex, race religion
in ilicii political background,
because Iraq belongs to all Iraqis,"
interim Prime Minister Vyad
\llawi said on lr.i(|i\a IV
Fallujah, the scene ol a weeklong U^. ledoffensrvelastmonth
in uproot insurgents based in the
city, erupted In more violence
Sunday, starting when American
ami Iraqi forces clashing with
guerrillas in several suburbs and
ending with u.s. airstrikes on
suspected Insurgent hideouts,
tin- strikes were conducted
throughout the daj and were

the only humanitarian aid group
operating in Fallujah, which was
badly damaged by last month's
IIS. led
offensive
against
insurgents, Most of its 300,000
people Bed i he lighting to camps
on tire city's outskirts.
Elsewhere, two insurgents
died aftei detonating their
explosives packed cat alongside
an American MI Abrams battle
tank in Tikrit, BO miles north of
Baghdad, at about 10:4.'> a.m..
military spokesman Staff Sgt.
Hubert Powell said.
No soldiers were wounded
and the tank sustained negligible
damage.
Four decapitated bodies in
ch ilian clothes were found south
of Baghdad and their identities
were unclear, police said. The
victims, believed to be Iraqis.
were found In llaswa, about 25
miles st >uth of the capital.

'
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Ktdz Watch now hlnng child care
aides. Aplly in person at 580 Craig.
Dt Perrysburg. 419-874-9678. for
directions

I

~~ ^ET PAID TO DRIVE
A BRAND NEW CARI Now paying
drivers S800-S3200 a month.
Pick Up Your Free Car Key Today'

www.freecarkey.com

Travel

JOB OPPORTUNITIES at YMCA
CampWillson 1-800-423-0427.
YMCA Camp Willson is taking applications for year round Naturalist positions as well as summer camp
counselor positions. For an application visit www.ymca.willson.orq
or give us a call.

'••BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE'
5 Days From $279" Includes Meals.
Port Taxes. Exclusive Beach Parties
With 20+ Of Your Favorite TV
Celebrities As Seen On Real World,
Road Rules, Bachelor!
Great Beaches. Nightlife!
Ethics Award Winning Company'
www.SDnnqBreakTravel.com

(BARTENDING! S300/day potential.
No exp. necessary Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

1-800-678-6386

WINTER BREAK WORK!
$12.25 Base/Appt
'Entry-level customer sales/service
'1-5 week work program
'Continue during spring semester
"All ages 18+. Conditions exist
'Interview now, start after finals
Call Now 419-861-6134

'"SPRING BREAK' CANCUN,
ACAPULCO. JAMAICA
From S459+ Tax' FLORIDA Si59'
Our Cancun Prices Are S100 Less
Than Others' Book Now!
Includes Breakfasts. Dinners.
30-50+ Hours Free Drinks!
Ethics Award Winning Company!

View 500 Hotel Reviews
WORK CHRISTMAS BREAK
HELP WANTED! Our company is
seeking employees to perform
unskilled light production work. We
offer flexible hours - will work
around
your schedule-morning, afternoon,
and evening shifts available. Many
BGSU students work here Easy
walk from campus. Pay is S6/hr.
providing you work a minimum of 15
hrs./wk. Pick-up an application at
our office. Advanced Specialty Products, Inc. 428 Clough St, Bowling
Green. OH 43402, 419-354-2844.

and Videos at

KB* sm n9BnMi1Tfwai.com
1-800-678-6386
fl Spring Break Vacations! MottMt
Destinations-Best Prices Book Now!
Campus Reps Wanted. 1-800-2347007 endlosssummertours.com
est prices guaranteed, Book 11 people, get 12th trip tree* Group discounts for 6+www.SpringBreaA0i3
counts.com or 800-838-8202.
All I want for Christmas
is two tickets to the GMAC Bowl!.
Spring Break 2005 with STS, Amenca's#1 Student Tour Operator Hiring campus reps. Call for group discounts Info/Reservations 1-800-648

For Sale

4849. www.sislrayel.com,
Gift certificates,
they don't wind up in the closet
Pagliais & Campus Pollyeyes.

Services Offered
GET CHEAP TEXTBOOKS!
Search 24 bookstores with 1 click!
http//www. bookhq.com

For Rent

(NEW) BUCKEYE STUDIOS (NEW)
Now leasing for Spr Sem. to
seniors
& grad students. Fully furn. studio
apts. Incld. all lift & 25' cable TV
Visit Buckeye Inn at 1740 E. Wooster or call 352-1520 for more info.

Wanted

Need 2 graduation tickets.
Will pay.
Call Chris 330-904-0964.
Need graduation tickets. Will pay. If
not attending please call Kanmi at
419-214-2069

" Now subleasing tor Jan. 2005. Lg.
studio apt: new, clean, spacious, cathedral ceilings. AC. free parking
419-260-9064

Need one graduation ticket.
Will pay $35!!
Please call Dale at 513-383-4023.

1 bdrm apt. Available end of Dec
S350/mo. ♦ util.
Call 352-5414.
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1 Advanced deg.

ii

2 Comic Delaria
3 Black cuckoo
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1

1 Clan pattern
6 Fax precursor
11 Skip and jump preceder

41 -Kama_"

14 Natural hair-coloring
15 _ and well

45 Nickname

16
17
19
20
21
23
27
29
30
31
32
33
36
37
38
39
40

2 bdrm apt. unfurn. Avail. 5/15/05.
Located 1st block S College Dt.
$625 Ind. util. & gas Dep req Call
419-686-4700, or 419-348-3134.
2005-2006 3. 2 & 1 bdrm apis
For more informalion call 419-3549740.
3 Bdrm. house
131 N. Church St. $900/mo.
419-308-2456

■

4
5
6
7

Election winners
Preschool school
Hind parts
French fashion
magazine
8 Abner's size?
9 First lady?

10 Abnormal dryness
11
12
13
18
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
30
32
34
35

ACROSS

t bdrm. apis, across from campus
Avail. May 05 $350 mo plus
utilities Call 419-787-7577.

The Piano-star
Water bird: var.
Bluenose
Provides with a crew
"_ My Party"
Cooper's Bumppo
Nebraska city
Political family
matriarch
Unable to speak
Bird that can parrot
Tied
Metal bolt
Increase in girth
Show again
Some tides

49
50
51
58
59
60
61

Morrison or Tennille
Equal score
"The Sea, the Sea" author
Ancient
Brief summary
Habituate
Actor Alejandro

A .,1

■'

¥Studio apartments available!

Li

Summer, semester, or year leases • Stove, fndge, microwave. 25' TV
Low as S425 per month • FuHca0le-$20/month
Includes all utilities • Outdoor pool use
laundry fadkbes • Fully furnished

W^ Condominiums (or rent!
•
•
•
•
'

62 Mimickers
63 Spiteful
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Nice house. 2 bdrm.. 1.5 bath.
garage, appliances Available now.
No dogs $645 419-308-1915

Houses and Apts.
1-3 person-12 month leases
Smith Apt. Rentals 419-352-8917
Listing at 532 Manville Ave. Ottice
or www.bgapartments com
Houses and 1.2,3 bdrm. apts.
For 2005-2006

firattfi

Roommate wanted. Lg. 2 bdrm
townhouse NW BG No deposit req.
Rent $325 Call 419-353-4284
Subieasers needed ASAP 2 bdrm.
spacious apt DW/AC balcony. Very
near campus $610/mo Gas &
cable

included Call 419-806-0287

352-5239
For Sublease 1 or 2 bdrms. avail, in
Slerling Apts. Fully turn. Avail. 12/17
-begin ol Aug $320 mo negotiable
S ulil (each room) Time ol sublease also neg. Chris 419-494-1236
For rent. 1 bdrm apt. avail, end ot
Dec 608 S Main apt B $335/mo

&

Need sublsr. 1 bdrm apl. $390/mo.
♦ util. Short walk to bars & campus,
buill-in lurnilure. front porch. Call
Emily
419-494-6720.
leave
message

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!
724 S Collage Dr-2 BR unfurn apl
1.5 baths, starting at $425/mo .
dep
$425 Tenant pays elec NO PETS!
Assigned parking.
422 Clough S1.-2 BR unturn apl
above garage $4907mo plus all util
Deposit $490 NO PETS1
828 7th St. *2-2 BR unfurn apt
$475/mo. dep $475. Tenant pays
E.W.S NO PETS!
Spr Sem Rental List Now Available
Call John Newlove Real Estate. Inc
Rental Office At (4191 354-2260
Oil ice at 319 E Wooster St
across from Taco Bel!

Male has turn, room tor rent in BG
for a clean, neat. & resp. person.
Freedom of house. $200 deposit.
$250/mo Call 419-354-6117
Lg 2 br. townhouse. vaulted ceilings,
spinal staircase, garage.dwash,
avail, now Call 419-352-1104

util. very nice, quiet, no pets, no

smoking. 419-575-2412.

/CfjfcCA

For rent from Jan.-Aug. house on
Wooster St. 1 mln. away from
downtown. 2stones. 2 bathrooms,
3 bdrms. 219 E. Wooster S740/mo.
Caddy corner to BW3.
419-376-4079.

Management Inc.

NOW RENTING FOR

2005-2006
Call 353-5800
AH ( • \

FOR RENT - 3 bdrm house for
2005-06 sch year, starting in May

W/D. central air. 606 Clough $990
mo. Sulil 419-654-9512
Female subleaser needed Jan.-Aug.
$262 50/mo. ♦ elec. Nice apt., huge
bdrm , across trom campus on E.
Reed. Call 419-306-9362. ask lor
Lindsay.

• Spacious 3 & 4 bedroom layouts 1
• 1 & 2 car garages wilh aulomatic 1
door openers
• Walk in closets and ample storage 1
• Full size washer and dryer
• Microwaves, diswashers. and
garbage disposals

'':,•..

Hillsdale Apartments
W82Fairview

Iliuik fafh n Rfiritj:
lin Meals '
nH
c,
Frrr DriiiKl
."'runner
3lP,

■ 1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments &
3 Bedroom Townhouses
■ Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal

• Washer/Dryer Hook-ups (2/3bdrml
• Carports
• BGSU Shuttle Stop
- Can Have up to S People
on the lease
■ Few open nowl

Evergreen Apartments
2I5fosrPoe

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only
$470!

710 North Enterprise
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Dishwasher
1
Garbage Disposal
' Washer/Dryer in 2 Bedrooms
' Walk to Campus
Few open nowl.
1

entrance

1

L.

Bring in this ad and rec eive 50% OFF your
Security Deposit now thrc ugh November 30, 2004,

• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities
• Pets welcome
• Convenient on-site parking
VABWTTSQIMH
ANumiUITl

i

H omviANE
^|Mo«*0«pOt

N

t

B-VARSITY
SQUARE
AIWRTMENTrg
419-353-7715

Green Beaver Apts.
642 South College

FREE HEAT

www.greenbiiarrentals.com

ECCA
Helnzsite Apartments
1

• Patio

|i

■ 1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments &
Efficiencies
■ Laundry on Site
' BGSU Shuttle Stop
■ 15 minutes walk to Math/Science

On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private

ill

^

For Rent

H0USES!l
[HOUSES! HOU!SES!
1,275 mo. + utilities

r^

i

DACOR

Female subleaser needed I bdrm.
in 4 bdrm apt $326/mo. furn , own
bdrm.. 2 baths, w/d Free internet
and fitness Call 740-359-0192

GREENBRIAR, INC.

0
H

1

Excellent locator tor 8GSU faculty
StoiB, ffidge dishwasher, disposal
Jacuzzi tub in some units
DeiifOffice in son
Onto..

419-352-1520

56 PC monitor element
57-_Jude"
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5 bdrm. house, 2 baths, partially
turn., washer & dryer. AC. covered
patio, no pets, next to campus @
220 E Heed St Greatly reduced
rate. Jan.-April '05. II planning to extend lease for 1 yr. starting m May at
S1200 * util. Call 419-351-3639

2 full baths •
Plenty ol parking •
Gas log fireplaces •
(in most houses)
Occupancy limited to 3 •
unrelated people
On BGSU Shuttle Route •
Only 2 blocks from campus! •

V

.

Starting as low as $

w

Elected off.
Hard water'
O.J. trial letters
Not at home

h o

For Rent

You deserve an UPGRADE!

52
53
54
55

1 »n N

For Rent

"" Lg Houses & Apts lor '05-06.
Across trom University
321 E Merry 6 Bedrms.
926 E. Wooster 6 Bedrms
1030 E Wooster 5 Bedrms
303 E. Merry 5 Bedrms
315 E. Merry 2-4 Bedrms.
146 S College 3 Bedrms
Also other houses, apts. & elfs. Call
now 419-353-0325 9am - 9pm
Some 1st semester leases available
Listing located 24/7 ® 316 E Merry
#3 plus apts. 1 & 2 bedrms. starting
1/5/04.

47 Easy victories
49 Russian ruler

ANSWERS

3 houses left 3. 4. S 5 bdrm. Great
locationl w/D. AC May 05 lease
419-353-2382

Available Aug 15.2005:
3 Bedroom Houses:
606 5th SI $1,000/mo
114 Ridge St. $1200/mo.
227 E Reed$i200/mo.
2 Bedroom House:
819 N. Summit $400/mo.
3 Bedroom Apartment:
443 N. Enterprise $600/mo
2 Bedroom Apartmenl:
112 Ridge St. 9 mo S400/mo./
12 mo. $350'mo.
1 Bedroom Apartment.:
112 Ridge $350/mo.
Efliciency Apartment*
443 N. Enterprise $250/mo.
All close to BGSU.
Call 419-686-4651

38 African antelope
40 Monetary unit of
Honduras
41 Mock-heroic
43 "She Loves "
44 Bill of tare
45 Actress Mary
46 Duplicity

47 Comes back
48 Daybreak

"_GangHenry James heroine
Baton Rouge sch
NASCARs Yarborough
Lubricaled
Lear and Mailer
Change one's do
Romantic involvements
Enrapture
Discernment
Husbands' partners
Decorative vase
You. to a Quaker
Accepted as fact
Leg joint
Long-haired ox
Burdened

:.!«» W»i Wo«stnr

Avail, now tor quiet taculty/grad stdt
No alcohol/no smoking BG Nal I
Historic Reg. Bay window w/ stained
glass, 2 bdrm., 1 1/2 baths. Bsmt..
Ivg. rm., din, rm.. kit.. W/D. stove.
reIrig. 419-261-2038.

37 Actress Storm

42 Grommet
44 Invented

3 bdrm. house avail, at 236 Troup
St. avail, (or 2005-06 school yr
Avail
starting Aug. 2005 12 mo. lease.
$1000 per mo. & util 419-308-1405

Graduate

Boautttul ranch style condominiums
$650-i700lmo»fa plus uMtlos
Washer and drysrhoc* op
One year lease minimum
1 Bedroom

■ ■

:

■

Classified Ads

372-6977

'

1

For Rent

Help Wanted

■
■■
1

•

GOOD LUCK ON FINALS, FROM THE BG NEWS!

The BG News

.'

THJ

1

2 Bedroom in House,
Pets allowed
1
3 Bedroom Townhouses
Can hold up to S people
i Loft style
Washer/Dryer
1 1/2 baths/2 Car Garage

Stop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St. or
Check our website at

www.rneccabg.com
for complete lifting

Ml3 jMbs/ si ii3d|»Ufl iihi

PG. 6

iKi^mm^'jt^
PG. 8

aM% djj^JiK/ah3
PG. 12

MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of the Obsidian is to represent and report on the diverse multicultural community at
Bowling Green State University, inclusive of all ethnic, cultural, gender and lifestyle populations on campus.
It should strive to explore issues, personalities, and events that are relevant
and important to the multicultural community at Bowling Green State University,
not only serving those individuals, but also acting as an informational conduit
to the greater University population
The multicultural community of Bowling Green State University can be defined to include, but not limited to:
African American, Hispanic, International, Asian and Pacific Island Native American students and individuals, and
people of under-represented groups related to gender identity.

The World is Yours
Editor-in-Chief: Allia). Miller

a

s a child your eyes are bright with wonderment at all the possibilities life has to offer.
Whether you dreamed of being a doctor or a "super-hero" it all seemed real enough to
Ibe possible in your eyes. However, as time passes the obstacles become more
difficult, the road-blocks build higher, it sometimes grows difficult to keep your eyes on the
prize. It seems fair enough to say that you are the only person that has the potential to hold
yourself back. The key to succeeding in life is primarily dependent upon your reaction in the
face of adversity and your ability to have vision when those around you only see what is in
front of them.
College is a time that most people use to find them selves and explore the individual they
aspire to be in the relatively near future. I encourage you to seek out opportunities and utilize
resources available to you via the University. Throughout your time here at BG, it is only
yourself that you can hold responsible for not extracting the full value of your college
experience. The vision that you have may not be crystal clear now, but through experiences
such as internships, course work, and extracurricular activities, your horizon will definitely be
broadened. The Career Center serves as an excellent on-campus source to help students begin
the job search, or even to seek out internship opportunities. Your college experience may be
one of the few instances in life that so many viable resources are readily available to make use
of, I admonish you not to allow it to go to waste. The future is yours, now what will you do
with it?

"Either a man
does something,
or he just
talks about
doing it"
— Unknown —

Feel free to send in
commentary, questions,
concerns, or thoughts about
The Obsidian
to assistant editor
Sheena Neal at
sheenan@bgnetbgsu.edu.
We will be adding
"Letters to the Editor"
in upcoming issues
to allow you. the readers.
to let us know what you
need to keep you coming
back for more!

•

•
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All men who have achieved great things
have been great dreamers

latoyah@bgnet. bgsu. edu
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shawle@bgnet.bgsu

CHASTITY MORGAN, AD MANAGER

chaddicathy24@hottnail.com

Staff expectations

Orison Swett Marden

While the Obsidian is publication that has stood the test
of time, we realize that this success did not come about
by chance. This publication is a representation of the
minority voice on campus anil therefore desires much
dedication. We ask thai the staff be committed to the
publication, always present their input, and above all
have fun!

By Margarita Gaines
Obsidian writer

Weigh pur options
Graduate School
Studying Abroad
Peace Corps
Living at home
Workforce

■
■
■
■
■

For years you have been waiting for
this moment. You knew it would happen eventually, and now your last days
ot college have finally arrived. All of
those years of being a victim to the
educational system have paid off, but
now what? While some may have a
crystal clear idea of what direction
they want their lives to take, many
recent college graduates find themselves struggling to find their wayunsure of what steps to take post
graduation. Have no fear; it turns out
that there are many options available
to recent college graduates. There's
graduate school, studying abroad, or
living at home with your parents to
name a few. However, the majority of
graduating college students choose to
tackle the workforce

For some college students, finding
a job can start as early as Freshman
year, where options for choosing
majors, minors, internships, and coops
become readily available as soon as
they step foot on campus. For others,
they wait until the last few weeks of
their senior year to even start thinking
about their career. Celeste Robertson,
Assistant Director of the University's
Career Center, speaks against taking the latter route. She says, "It
is extremely important students visit
the Career Center before senior year,
I've had seniors come in three weeks
before graduation and they don't have
a clue."

According to a recent study done
by The Institute for Higher Education
Policy and The Education Resources
Institute, "employers have been dissatisfied with the training and skills level
of those who have recently graduated
from college." The same study also
concluded that about 40% of students
who have completed college in the last
four years had found their first fulltime job prior to leaving college. While
only 13% had found their first job in
less than a month, one-third took one
to six months to find their job. By 12
months, another 7% had obtained
a job, and an additional 7% took a
year to secure employment. To avoid
becoming a statistic, Robertson highly
suggests that seniors take advantage of all of that the Career Center
has to offer, including job fairs and
workshops on resume building, salary negotiations, and mock interviews.
"Start applying early for jobs", she
urges. "Corporate America works on
a regular calendar year, while seniors
are just starting to apply for jobs in
December, companies might not gear
up to hire until March."

Joining the work force right after college isn't for everyone though. Many
graduates opt to take a year oft to
travel, learn, and assess their futures
Programs like the Peace Corps and
other fellowships and organizations
fund independent study abroad. Others
college seniors, at an average of about
10 to 12% each year, continue on to
graduate and professional levels study
Not to mention, among graduates 21
to 25 years old, 30% live with then
parents. Essentially, the key to success is researching and using available
resources to decide what's right for
you. It's also important to remember that employers, grad schools and
other organizations are looking for
interesting, well-rounded individuals,
so if you haven't started getting your
act together, it's time to get a move
on—all the answers and assistance
you need along the way are right at
your fingertips.

•

•

tzf/LQ^f^f^q 20 Questions
iWho said your college years are
supposed to be (un and carefree?
(It was a dirty lie)
2 Shouldn't there be a law against
the amount ot sleep hours you are
deprived of during finals time?
3 Even though you know you
SHOULD start that 20 page term
paper at least a month before its
due, why do you feel the need to
wait until those two nights before
it's due to try to cram it in?

4wh
Vhy

do people believe that a
college diploma is REALLY all they
need to get that six-figure income
everyone dreams of?

5 Speaking of cramming, how is it
that we fill our brains with information for exams just long enough to
answer that last question on the
test, and POOF it's gone again?

9 Hasn't the news become a little
less important since Bush was
re-elected, I mean aren't we
always "this" close to catching the
terrorist?

6 How many of us have relatives that still torture our eyes with
the horrible "Christmas Sweaters"
every year?

lOSpeaking of Terrorists, where
is Osama?

7why do you find your self feeling
like a kid again whenever Christmas
rolls around?
© How come you can't get all
"A's" for Christmas? How cruel
is Santa?

13 Even though "ugg boots" are
so last season, why do they still
seem so fitting for the Ohio winter
weather?
i4When will all the soldiers
come home from Iraq?

//Who told us that Professors
are supposed to teach instead of
droning on while you plan what
you'll do this weekend?

15 Shouldn't there be a way that
Michael Jordan can pay someone
some amount to keep his own
brother from being sent back to
Iraq?

C How come the Bursar people are
so quick to slam a hold on your
account for money owed, but are
hesitant to give you a refund check
when the time rolls around?

% Speakin of Michael's why are
they searching Michael Jackson's
compound yet again, what else
do they really need to find?

Ba®PPvlOUDaYS!!!!!

1/ How unfair is it that Martha
Stewart, Home and Garden expert,
(middle-aged Caucasian woman)
can make $7 Million or more in
profits while in PRISON and Shyne,
former "Bad Boy" label rapper,
(young black man) can only make
videos?
18 Wouldn't it be interesting to
see "lO©* & Park" on BET and
"TRL" on MTV combine for one
explosive video recap for the year, I
mean they're both pretty much the
same anyways?
19 By the way, who wants to see
just the first 15 seconds of the
music video before the camera
cuts back to the hosts of the VIDEO
SHOW?!
2© What New Years Resolution
will you break this year?

ATTENTION ALL JUNIORS AND SENIORS

Become A Peer Educator
*T As a Peer Educator you will:
• Become part of a Health Team:
Nutrition, Sexual Health and
Alcohol
• Design flyers for eampus
activities involving health issues
• Organize anil manage major
health promotion projects

Complete and compile
numerous evaluation results
Network with health
professionals on a daily basis

To sign up to become a Peer Educator
**
schedule HHS 440 for the Spring of 2005 Mon. and Wed. 4:30-5:20pm
For more info call the Wellness Connection @ 372-9355
Becoming a Peer Educator is a great way to meet new
people, become involved, build up your resume
and is open to all majors!

BIG on Learning
BIG oh Research
BIG on Diversity
BIG on Graduate Programs...

The Graduate CoNe
,~ „u
and Project Search
Promotes Diversity Enhancement
and Student Success
The Graduate College offers master's degrees in 43 fields of
study, specialist degrees in two fields, three certificate
programs, and 75 doctoral degree programs.

POf mon information about admissions,
■Mtttantshlpt, '"Hi dMjMG programs, contact:
Lisa C. Chavers, Ed. D.
Director of Project Search
Pimm- 419.372.0343
Fax 419.372.8569
IchatvrV'bxnt-l .h^u.cdu

120 McFall Center
Bowling ( !ra«1 State University
Howling Green, OH 43403
visit our website:
wwakbgBUjduJcolUgMfgndcol
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Cy&Who Has Time?
By Sheena L. Neal
Assistant editor

conversion mini

<^p
Dr. Lisa Chavers
Director of Project Search

There is time
[o do oil hinds of
things that
p want to do,
pmake time for
things that
area
top

Dr. Chavers: Faculty. Not your pastor, not your dad, not your best cousin
not your former employer.
Sheena: On applications, the option is usually given to type or neatly
print, Is there a preference?
Dr Chmn: Type. What is a better impression? It's clean It's easier on the eye
Typing is standard.
Sheena: When schools say that students can submit extra materials
such clips of their writing or videos, it that helpful?
Dr. Chavers: If they suggest it. then do so. If they don't suggest it then
don't introduce those things into your file.

Even though I Kit her oftlce In a stale ol light depression, I couli have huggei Nr
because she sent me Into deep thought. She played a nuttier role by telhtg me the
things that I needed to hear; she gin HUM strati*!. ■>. Usa Chavers Is the
Director ot Prelect Search here at the University. Prelect Search Is a Craduate College
program created t> recruit and rataln minority students while assisting them In the
achievement ol academic and professional goals. Dr Chavers gave me a last nlmte
appointment so that I could Inquire, complain and all out whine about the questions aid
Issues that most shunts ire wondering about Graduate School.

Sheena: They also might give students the option to set up an
appointment or interview with faculty, should [students] take

Sheena: I understand that you're the Director of Project Search.
Outside of that role, do you notice more minority students going to
Graduate School?
Dr. Chavers: There are some slight increases. For example, I attend various
graduate school fairs in different locations across the country-different
states. And I see attendance between 100 students, up to 700 students
attending graduate school fairs on various campuses. So that speaks to
me that young people are thinking about a Masters degree, a Specialists
degree or a Doctorate degree.

Sheena: When is it just too late too apply for graduate school?
Dr. Chavers: April 15 is a national deadline date for departments who have
identified students who they want to number one: regularly admit, and
number two: offer an assistantship to. So if you're talking after April, usually, it's not a good situation. Usually there's not a lot ot money left at that
point. March 15, I'd begin to sweat. If I were a senior, I would just start
perspiring real good around March 15 if I didn't have my stuff in; I would
just be concerned.

Sheena: Do you feel like [minority students] need to do that now?
Dr. Chavers: I think it's wise that they do it; the matter ot need is personal.
They have to tell me if they need that. I think it's useful because tor years
and years it has been stated that an advanced degree would increase your
quality of life, it would increase your earning power and give you some satisfaction in accomplishment and achievement. So there are clear benefits ot
pursuing (advanced degrees]. You're more competitive in the market place;
it gives you more options in life in general.
Sheena: Do you think that graduate school is for everyone?
Dr. Chavers: No, no, it can't be for everyone. Just like apple sauce isn't for
everyone, collard greens aren't for everyone; I mean it's a matter of taste
and preference. Graduate School is not for everyone, but it is for many.
I think that there are very many people that are sleeping or are unaware;
they're dozing off. they're snoozing on the opportunity. They're not aware,
they need to be shaken a little bit. They need a Or. Phil talk.
Sheena: Funding is a big problem. I'm not sure where the money Is
gonna come from...
Or. Chavers: Timing is a very big issue; you can't get around it. Find the
[Lisa Chavers) on that campus. Find the person in that graduate college who represents the multi-ethnic graduate students and ask them
about assistantship money, fellowships, stipends or scholarships directed
towards multi-ethnic students.
Sheena: Of all of the materials submitted, what are the things that are
paid the most attention to?
Dr. Chavers: Grade point average, your GRE test scores or your standardized test scores whether it's the GMAT or GRE and your letters of recommendation. Your transcript speaks a lot about your progressive academic
strength. Hopefully you don't start out with very high grades and then
trickle down to very low and weak grades.
Sheena: What are some good scores for a standardized test such
as the GRE?
Or. Chavers: Well, that's easy. Since the lowest score on the GRE is a 200
and the highest score is an 800, many departments would be very pleased
to see an "A" student have between a 500-550.
Sheena: If it Is not specified on the application, who should students
ask to write their recommendation letters?

advantage of that?
Always, always. Can you say why you wouldn't? Except for "I'm busy.''
Sheena: Location maybe.
Dr. Chavers: Okay. okay. Sometimes they help. They might fly you there
and put you up. Inquire, don't assume

Sheena: What advice do you give to students who feel like there is no
time to apply?
Or. Chavers: There is time to do all kinds ot things that you want to do.
You make time for things that are priority to you; socially and otherwise
It's like your eyes just fluttered right now! So it Graduate School is important to you and you just cant make $16,000 just like that yourself, I'd work
on identifying things your junior year. Black Student Union students. Latino
Union students, NAACP students. Bowling Green Gospel Choir students;
minority students in all kinds of organizations. That's an audience that I
would love to have. Just a broad audience to let individuals know, one on
one to come in; let's talk. If you have questions and no guidance come in,
that's what I'm here for... I was going to say something and I have no idea
what it was. What was your last question?
Sheena: ...Students not having time to apply.
Or. Chavers: That everybody has time to do something. Transcripts we can
get easily, we can send them easily. All it takes is a moment if you want to
send them elsewhere to go to the registration and records office to have
them sent to the other registration and records office at the campus you
want to go to. Application, it usually takes... I'll give it twenty minutes. The
GRE, that's going to take some time to prep for, but I mean, that's prepping
time, you know that it's coming. Put money aside for the test itself, and letters of recommendation, you're thinking now of faculty who you get along
with well, who speak well of you, who will take time with you. They are
more inclined to write a strong letter of recommendation. We want strong
letters-not just letters of recommendation. Then your personal statement,
that's one page. So you can take time and do drafts and drafts and let others edit your one page draft and then submit it, that's not tough.
Sheena: What are some tips that you would give to students looking to
apply to graduate school?
Dr. Chavers: Be prompt! Apply early, keep good relationships with your
faculty. Talk with them; ask around. Talk to triends of your older sister or
brother who is in grad school. Visit grad schools, if you're from Cleveland,
try Case Western, if you're from Toledo go to UT and talk to them about
their program just to get an idea Get on the Internet and check out places
and opportunities. See if there is a person like me [who] is in a position of
authority within the graduate college that deals with muib-ethnic individuals
and programming, assistantships, fellowships and stipends. Early though,
not last minute. Last minute is not respectable; professionally it's not
respectable. So, you want to develop some good habits now.
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Graduate School Timelino
■ Provided by the BGSU Career Service Center

Applying to graduate school can
be a long and time-consuming
process It is important to start
early in deciding whether or not
you want to go and where you
would like to apply. Keep in mind
that all times indicated below are

It is important to start early.
deciding whether or not you wont to go and
inhere you mould line to apply.
approximate, and you will need
to check deadlines for specific
programs since they vary from
institution to institution.

Junior Year/ Summer
Before Senior Year
Start browsing through
guides to graduate programs
and deciding where you would
like to apply. Call or write to
schools to request catalogues.
Check out the schools' web
sites. Determine test
requirements, application
deadlines and test dates.
Meet with faculty members
and career counselors to
discuss programs.
Determine which standardized
tests you are required to take
and sign up for them. Consult
study books such as Cracking
the GRE. published by the
Princeton review, to help you
learn how to answer the
questions and what to expect.
Take practice tests.
Obtain information and
registration materials for tests
from the Counseling Center. 320
Saddlemire Building.

Request letters of
recommendation from
faculty members.

Begin budgeting lor the
application process. It can
become costly.
Start a checklist of schools/
programs that you wish to
apply to, the application
requirements, test
requirements, fees
and deadlines.

November/December
Order official transcripts from
the Registrar's Office
(419-372-7423).
BGSU does not charge for
requests. Ask if the office can
send a transcript with your fall
term grades in time to meet the
program deadlines. Many schools
will require you to have them
sent directly to their school.

September/October
Review your checklist of schools/
programs, application
requirements, test requirements,
fees and deadlines.
Take required standardized tests
(eg. GRE, MCAT, LSAT, GMAT)
Write a draft of your personal
statement.
Research financial aid sources,
fellowships and assistantships.
Begin figuring out possible
budgets based on financial aid,
costs of school and cost of living.

• Finalize your personal statement
and respond to the questions
asked on the application.
1

Mail applications. Even
if deadlines are later,
it is good to
get applications in early.
Apply for assistantships.
fellowships and grants.

January/March
• Contact schools about the
possibility of visiting and
scheduling an interview.
• If you are taking out student
loans, fill out the FAFSA (Free
Application for Federal Student
Aid) or the GAPSFA (Graduate
and Professional School Financial
Aid). You need to find out which
one the schools require. You
need to have a copy of your
federal income tax returns
to fill out the information. The
Financial Aid Office is located at
231 Administration Building.
372-2651.

Discuss acceptances, rejections
and other career options with a
faculty member or a counselor at
Career Services.

Rise Above High-Risk Drinking
Most BGSU students are.
• 86% of BGSU students do not let
alcohol use affect their academic
performance
• Almost 99% of BGSU students do
not use alcohol daily, however, 52%
of BGSU students think that students
use alcohol daily at BGSU.
• The BGSU high-risk drinking rate
has decreased 2% since 2000.
Brought to you by the Vfeuoeaa Conno lion Student Health Service, and ODADAS
Data taken from the 2003 ACHA Health Aaaeasment.
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Resume Writing
Tip&
0
looking good on paper
1.

Determine your job search objective prior to writing the resume. Once you have determined your objective, you can
structure the content ot your resume around that objective. Think ot your objective as the bull's-eye to tocus your resume
on hitting. II you write your resume without having a clear objective in mind, it will likely come across as unfocused. Take
the time before you start your resume to form a clear objective of what you want to get out of the |ob search. Your objective
can be written on your resume, or it can be an unwritten guiding force.

2t. Think of your resume as a marketing tool. Think ot yourself as a product, your potential employers as customers, and
your resume as a brochure about you. Market yourself through your resume. What are your best features and benefits?
What makes you unique? Make sure to convey this information in your resume.
O. Use your resume to obtain an interview, not a job. You do not need to go into detail about every accomplishment.
Strive to be clear and concise. The purpose of your resume is to generate enough interest to have an employer contact you
lor an interview. Use the interview to provide a more detailed explanation of your accomplishments and to land a job offer.
4. Consider using bulleted sentences. In the body ot your resume, using bullets with short sentences rather than lengthy
paragraphs can be easier to read. Resumes are read quickly. The bulleted sentence format makes it easier for someone to
quickly scan your resume and absorb the most important information.
5.

Use action words. Action words cause your resume to actively stand out. They add lite to your resume. Bulleted sentences
that begin with action words (prepared, developed, created, monitored, presented and coordinated) give the image that you
are a mover and a shaker, actively faking charge of your |ob responsibilities

O. Quantity and quality. Numbers, dollars and percentages stand out in the body of a resume, so use them Here are a tew
examples:
• Managed a department of 10 with a budget of 1,000,000
• Increased sales by 25% in a 15-state territory.
• Taught 20 4r grade students the fundamentals of reading using phonics techniques.
• Developed excellent customer service skills through daily interaction with hotel guests.
7.

Lead with your strengths. Since resumes are typically reviewed in 30 seconds, take the time to determine which bullets
most strongly support your job search objective. Put those strong points first where they are more apt to be read. You also
want to be certain that it your resume is two pages long, the most important information is on page one.

'Provided bij the Bowling Green Slate University Career Service Center
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CAREER CENTER SPRING 2005 CALENDAR
Division of Student Affairs • 360 Saddlemire Building • Bowling Green. Ohio 43403-0144
Phone: 419-372-2356 • Fax: 419-372-9847 • http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/career

SPECIAL EVENTSIWORKSHOPS
FALCONS FIRST
JOB & INTERNSHIP FAIR
Monday, February 7. 2005
5:30 PM - 8:30 PM • Room 202 Union
• Computer Science and MIS
• Finance
• Supply Chain Management

FALCONS FIRST
INTERVIEW DAY
Tuesday. February 8, 20O5
8:30 AM - 4:15 PM • Room 202 Union

FALCON FRENZY JOB &
INTERNSHIP BONANZA
I Tuesday, March 1, 2005
1:00 PM - 4:00 PM • Room 202 Union
• Marketing and Communication
Job and Internship Bonanza
• Sales, Retail, and Customer
Service Job and Internship
Bonanza

FALCON FRENZY
INTERVIEW DAY
[ Wednesday, March 2, 2005
8:30 AM -4:15 PM • Room 228 Union

SUMMER JOB FAIR
Wednesday. March 16. 2005
12:00 PM - 4:00 PM • Room 202 Union

INTERNATIONAL CAREERS
INFORMATION FAIR
Wednesday. April 6, 2005
I 4:00PM-9:00PM 'Room 101 Olscamp

STUDENT EMPLOYEE
APPRECIATION RECEPTION
Thursday, April 14. 2005
3:00 PM - 5:00 PM • Room 101 Olscamp

TEACHER JOB FAIR
Tuesday. April 12. 2005
8:00 AM - 5:00 PM • Perry Fieldhouse

Everything You Always Wanted To Know About Writing A Resume
Tuesday. February 1, 2005 • 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM • Room 314 Union
The Interview: What Matters Most to Employers
Tuesday, February 1, 2005 • 5:30 PM - 6:30 PM • Room 315 Union
Everything's Possible...Getting The Job Or Internship
Everybody Else Wants
Tuesday. February 1, 2005 • 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM • Room 316 Union
How To Get A Job In Another State
Thursday, February 23. 200S • 4:30 PM - 5:30 PM • Room 314 Union
Go BIG, Go Global...Steps To Working Abroad
Thursday, February 24, 2005 • 5:30 PM - 6:30 PM • Room 314 Union
Write A Dream Resume For Your Dream Job
Wednesday, March 23. 20O5 - 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM • Room 314 Union
What To Say And Not Say In An Interview
Wednesday. March 23, 2005 • 5.30 PM - 6:30 PM • Room 315 Union

FALCON FIRST JOB AND INTERNSHIP PREP DAY
Monday, January 31, 2005
All Sessions - 8:30 AM - 4:15 PM ■ Room 202 Ballroom Union
Computer Science and MIS
- Supply Chain Management
Finance
Sales. Retail and Customer Service
Marketing and Communications

EDUCATION
Wednesday. March 23, 2005 • 3:30 PM - 8:30 PM • Room 360 Saddlemire

FIND OUT WHAT EMPLOYERS EXPECT FROM YOU
Monday. January 31, 2005
5:30 PM - 6:30 PM • Room 201 Saddlemire
• Should you email or send a hard copy of your resume?
• What do employers look for when evaluating students at a iob fair?
• What is best way to answer situational or behavioral interview questions?
• How should you prepare for on-site interview?

DROP-INS
January 18, 2005 - May 6, 2005
Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday
All Sessions • Room 360 Saddlemire
RESUME AND COVER LETTER CONSULTATIONS
9:30 AM - 11:30 AM and 2:00 PM - 4:00 PM
• 15-minute sessions • First-Come. First-Served

CAREER CENTER
SATELITE OFFICE
January. 2005 - May 6, 2005
Monday and Wednesday
•TBA

Founders Hall

RESUME AND COVER LETTER CONSULTATIONS
CAREER PLANNING AND DECISION MAKING
• 5:00 - 7:00 PM • 15-minute sessions • First-Come. First Served
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PreeXpressions
THE BEER
IN THE TRASH CAN

VISITOR'S WELCOME

CRIES

BY: DANIELLE MOLDEN

BY: STEPHANIE MCCRARY

BY: DANIELLE MOLDEN

I feel the coolness of the glass
between my father and I.
so I hold my hand
up to his. I want to touch him
but he cannot feel me here.
An unworldly orange wraps around him
bars of iron capture his spirit
and strangles the dream
of freedom
a single phone rings
screaming to be picked up
I'm looking at him. but his words
crystallize in the phone wires
adding another story etched into
this hard cold booth.
please forgive me one more time.
he whispers:
no, not this time father
the cradles not empty anymore
I lean in and breathe on the
glass, and slowly write
goodbye on the glass

His holiness
was spoiled by
the empty beer bottles
in the trash can
He used to speak
the Word of God,
but now only darkness
climbs from his lips
His divine wisdom
was tainted
With his thoughts
drowning in alcohol
God used to be his fire
now cigarettes burn
in the ashtray
the gospel has ended
the credits failed to roll
with beer in his cold hands
a hot cigarette
in his mouth
and empty beer bottles
in the trash can

There are only so many tears
to go around.
When one person starts to cry
another stops.
We all get our turn.
We all get our equal share.
But we never cry forever.
It's raining.
Small ripples
of raindrops
in puddles
on the pavement
surround my feet.
Only the heaven can cry rivers
yet the sky has no eyes.
The tears u shed
on your pillow
in your bed
are but an ounce
in oceans
of global remorse.
There are only so many tears
to go around.
We each get our share.
But u
will not cry forever.
Copyright © 2003 Stephanie McCrary

vs.
THE FIGHT FOR THE

ALMIGHTY
DdLtAR
Janeen Morgan

OBSIDIAN WRITER

Money Between
Men and Women:
Who's making more
money and why?

Bver wonder why men seem to
always earn more money than
women do? Maybe it's because
they are employed more in the business world than women are or maybe
it's because they are expected to earn
more money than women. In search
ot some answers, I asked around to
see what others think about this issue.
Junior Nia Copeland, SMART.
Mentor and Uplift member commented, "Men have been dominating lor
centuries now. Society has recognized
men as "bread-winners" and lor them
not to fulfill and complete the standard of making more, then they are
not looked on [as] men. Although
women are improving and accomplishing goals that weren't meant to
be fulfilled in the past, men will always
dominate!" this response was similiar
to the majority ol those questioned men are always seen as the dominant
sex in this society.

I was still curious what others
thought, and needed the opinion of the
opposite sex in order to gain another
perspective of this issue. Sophomore
Marcus Thomas, a S.M.A.R.T Mentor
and Secretary of the Black Student
Union (BSU), commented "Men are
valued over women because the stereotypes that have been in society
lead people to believe that men are
physically/mentally advantaged over
women,".
After getting these responses, I
began to think that I may know why
men earn more money than women.
A few weeks ago, we had a discussion
about this very issue in my Sociology
class.
During this discussion, it
became clear that there are some
logical reasons why this exists. The
primary reason why men earn more
money than women is a result of the
Dual Labor Market Theory. Essentially,
this says that men earn more money
than women because men have more
stability, higher wages, and better
working conditions. The reason why
this exists is simply because it has
always been this way.
It is evident that women are starting to make their statement in the
work force just from looking at the
statistics found in research. In 2000.
the percentage of women working in

Hen ore valued
over women
because of
the stereotypes
in society.
the work force went up from 60% to
about 74%. At the same time, women
were earning 28,823 dollars compared
to the men's 39, 000 dollars. Women
currently are making a little more than
75 percent of what men are making.
Even though men are making more
money than women, they are still
improving, will continue to improve
and won't stop!
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why companies are Seeking Monoies
Breyana Lowe
THE TOP 50 DIVERSITY EMPLOYERS

Obsidian Writer
Congratulations! It's your time to
shine. You have completed your time
at Bowling Green State University.
You've made it to graduation. You sit
anxiously waiting for your name to be
called and suddenly, the big question
pops into your mind: What am I supposed to do for the rest of my life? You
are not prepared for the real world.
You have no job waiting for you and
you don't know how you are going to
. provide for yourself in the future.
But wait! Don't panic. You were just
having a bad dream. You are more
than prepared for the future because
companies are ready to diversify and
they are looking for you. Recuiters are
returning to campuses, and employers have increased their number of
college hires compared to previous
years, according to a recent survey by
Philadelphia-based Universum.

However, students also have to do
their part. "I work in the career center
and every semester we have expos
and job fairs. The students just have
to be more aware and seek them out",
says senior Cameron Holland.
Companies such as L'OREAL, Proctor
SGamble. and Microsoft strive to
have a diverse workforce so that
they can attract diverse consumers.
A Universum survey was done naming the top 50 diversity employers.
Among the top three are BMW. CocaCola, and Citigroup. Those companies were where minority students
wanted to work the most. Sophmore,
Autumn Grove commented she would
like to work for Proctor & Gamble
in the marketing department because
of the opportunities they provide
for minorities.
So, be sure to research different companies and step by the career center
to start to discover that the job you
always wanted, may in fact want you.

uiHac am i SHPPOSBD GO DO POP
GHB peso OP my LIPO?"

"ID'S ayour Dime
GO SHine."
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COMPANY

RANKING
2004

PREFERRED BY
2004

BMW

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

9.98%
9.67%
9.34%
9.17%
9.07%
8.71%
8.48%
8.31%
7.95%
7.88%
7.82%
7.62%
7.54%
7.38%
6.57%
6.25%
6.20%
6.06%
6.01%
5.91%
5.84%
5.69%
5.56%
5.52%
5.36%
5.27%
5.21%
4.93%
4.92%
4.70%
4.65%
4.46%
4.42%
4.05%
3.99%
3.93%
3.87%
3.87%
3.79%
3.52%
3.41%
3.37%
3.35%
3.33%
3.29%
3.26%
3.14%
3.06%
2.99%
2.89%

Coca-Cola
Citigroup
Microsoft

IBM
Goldman Sachs
Johnson & Johnson
McKinsey & Company
Watt Disney
PricewaterhouseCoopers
Deloitte
Ernst & Young
Bank of America
JPMorganChase
American Express
Merrill Lynch
Amazon.com
Nike
Sony
Pfizer
General Electric

3M
AOL Time Warner
Morgan Stanley
Boeing
Dell Computer
KPMG
Bain & Company
L'Oreal
Procter & Gamble
Central Intelligence Agency
Intel
Accenture
The Boston Consurong Group
American Airlines
Best Buy
Booz-Allen Hamilton
U.S. Department of State
AT&T
Lehman Brothers
Apple Computers
Lockheed Martin Corporation
The Gap
Hewlett-Packard
Abbott Laboratories
USB Investment Bank
Bear Steams
PepsiCo
Merck
Lilly (Eli Lilly and Company)
• Provided by The Black Collegian

30
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Erin Norman
(HER & DESIGNER

Summer Donaldson
Obsidian Stall Reporter
Neatly tucked on the corner of
Wooster and Main, between cozy
restaurants and small shops, you will
tind Diversity Boutique. A constantly
ringing phone, continuous customer
traffic flow, and shop staff scheduling
meetings and setting up the season's
new apparel are components that
represent the usual flow for the
shop which is located in Downtown
Bowling Green. Since August 2003,
this is what life has been like for
Diversity Boutique owner and clothing
designer, Erin Norman.
"At first, I wasn't thinking about

opening a shop. I used to just make
my shirts, called E's Tease, and I
would sell them at a local music shop
in BG," Norman said as she folded a
cream-colored sweater
"One idea behind the shop was diversity. Bowling Green needs Diversity,"
said Norman as a concerned look
appeared across her face. Bowling
Green claims that they have Diversity
but they aren't there yet. I thought
that BG is reaching it, but I would do

it myself. BG also needed an apparel
store that appealed to college students
So. when this [store] location became
available, I bought ft," said Norman.
Despite this Chillicothe, Ohio native's
obvious talent for designing clothes,
many people discouraged Norman
from opening up a clothing store.
"Some people thought that I was
crazy for trying to open up a shop in
BG but I saw it as a good challenge.
I went to shops and fashion shows

in Los Angeles about five times
before I opened up the boutique. And
I thought, 'Why can't I do it?' I had
an epiphany," Norman said, as she
debriefed fashion merchandise students
on store decorations.
Norman, a Bowling Green alumna,
received her undergraduate degree in
Interpersonal Communications. This
past August, she received her Masters
Degree in Event Planning.
"Currently, I am helping BGSU by

"Some people thought that I was crazy for trying
to open up a shop in BG. M I saw it as a good challenge."

allowing students to partake in two
marketing coops. I even have Fashion
Merchandise majors that work in the
store with me. Recently, VCT classes
did multimedia work lor my fall fashion
show. I like helping students and
working with them because students
have fresh [business) ideas! I have a
student, her name is Molly, she sells
hand made vintage accessories in the
Boutique," said Norman.
"Students that plan on going into
business, or opening up there
own business should believe in
themselves and have a passion.
Use your mistakes and learn Irom
them."Norman said.
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JOB ptacemenD
Why companies are seeno Minorities

&

Breyana Lowe
Obsidian Writer

THE TOP 50 DIVERSITY EMPLOYERS

Congratulations! It's your time to
shine. You have completed your time
at Bowling Green State University.
You've made it to graduation. You sit
anxiously waiting tor your name to be
called and suddenly, the big question
pops into your mind: What am I supposed to do tor the rest of my lite? You
are not prepared for the real world.
You have no job waiting for you and
you don't know how you are going to
, provide for yourself in the future.
But wait! Don't panic. You were just
having a bad dream You are more
than prepared for the future because
companies are ready to diversify and
they are looking for you. Recuiters are
returning to campuses, and employers have increased their number of
college hires compared to previous
years, according to a recent survey by
Philadelphia-based Universum.

"IMG

However, students also have to do
their part. "I work in the career center
and every semester we have expos
and job fairs. The students just have
to be more aware and seek them out",
says senior Cameron Holland.
Companies such as L'OREAL, Proctor
SGamble, and Microsoft strive to
have a diverse workforce so that
they can attract diverse consumers.
A Universum survey was done naming the top 50 diversity employers.
Among the top three are BMW, CocaCola, and Citigroup. Those companies were where minority students
wanted to work the most. Sophmore,
Autumn Grove commented she would
like to work for Proctor & Gamble
in the marketing department because
of the opportunities they provide
for minorities.
So, be sure to research different companies and step by the career center
to start to discover that the job you
always wanted, may in fact want you.

am i siposeo GO DO POP

GHe POSG OP my LIFB?

"ID'S your Dime
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SHine."

COMPANY

RANKING
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BMW
Coca-Cola
Citigroup
Microsoft

IBM
Goldman Sachs
Johnson & Johnson
McKinsey & Company
Walt Disney
PricewaterhouseCoopers
Deloitte
Ernst & Young
Bank of America
JPMorganChase
American Express
Merrill Lynch
Amazon.com
Nike
Sony
Pfizer
General Electric

3M
AOL Time Warner
Morgan Stanley
Boeing
Dell Computer
KPMG
Bain & Company
L'Oreal
Procter & Gamble
Central Intelligence Agency
Intel
Accenture
The Boston Consulting Group
American Airlines
Best Buy
Booz-Allen Hamilton
U.S. Department of State
AT&T
Lehman Brothers
Apple Computers
Lockheed Martin Corporation
The Gap
Hewlett-Packard
Abbott Laboratories
USB Investment Bank
Bear Steams
PepsiCo
Merck
Lilly (Eli Lilly and Company)
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utique

OWNER « DESIGNER

Summer Donaldson
Obsidian Staff Reporter
Neatly tucked on the corner of
Wooster and Main, between cozy
restaurants and small shops, you will
find Diversity Boutique. A constantly
ringing phone, continuous customer
traffic flow, and shop staff scheduling
meetings and setting up the season's
new apparel are components that
represent the usual flow for the
shop which is located in Downtown
Bowling Green. Since August 2003,
this is what life has been like for
Diversity Boutique owner and clothing
designer, Erin Norman.
"At first, I wasn't thinking about

opening a shop. I used to just make
my shirts, called E's Tease, and I
would sell them at a local music shop
in BG," Norman said as she folded a
cream-colored sweater.
"One idea behind the shop was diversity. Bowling Green needs Diversity."
said Norman as a concerned look
appeared across her face. Bowling
Green claims that they have Diversity
but they aren't there yet. I thought
that BG is reaching it, but I would do

it myself. BG also needed an apparel
store that appealed to college students.
So, when this [store] location became
available, I bought it," said Norman.
Despite this Chillicothe, Ohio native's
obvious talent for designing clothes,
many people discouraged Norman
from opening up a clothing store
"Some people thought that I was
crazy for trying to open up a shop in
BG but I saw it as a good challenge.
I went to shops and fashion shows

in Los Angeles about five times
before I opened up the boutique. And
I thought, 'Why can't I do it?' I had
an epiphany," Norman said, as she
debriefed fashion merchandise students
on store decorations
Norman, a Bowling Green alumna,
received her undergraduate degree in
Interpersonal Communications. This
past August, she received her Masters
Degree in Event Planning.
"Currently. I am helping BGSU by

"Some people thought that I was crazy for trying
to open up o shop in BG, but I sow it as a good challenge."

allowing students to partake in two
marketing coops. I even have Fashion
Merchandise majors that work in the
store with me. Recently, VCT classes
did multimedia work for my fall fashion
show. I like helping students and
working with them because students
have fresh [business) ideas! I have a
student, her name is Molly, she sells
hand made vintage accessories in the
Boutique," said Norman.
"Students that plan on going into
business, or opening up there
own business should believe in
themselves and have a passion.
Use your mistakes and learn from
them."Norman said
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Your interview.
There are many strategies for successfully
completing the interview

s we matriculate through school toward our
goal of graduation, it is increasingly important to
begin our preparation for our professional life.
One of the most important tasks that must be
completed in preparation for this step is securing a
job. A job can be in your field, an internship, or even
summer employment, but regardless the type there
is one uniform situation that must be experienced by
every job seeker - the interview. The key to
securing any job you seek is mastering the Art of
The Interview, meaning there are certain
strategies that must be learned to help ensure
the attainment of any job or internship.
Your Resume
While this is not directly tied to the actual interview, this is what
usually prompts your interview to be scheduled. This is your
tirst introduction to potential employers, and the information
relayed through your resume determines whether you get a call
or your resume gets put in "File 13." While it is good to have a
general resume saved, when sending resumes tor specitic openings or opportunities, it is also important to review and revise
your resume tailoring it for the specific requirements of that job.
Another resume tip is to take it to someone to proofread in order
to make sure it relays what you want it to relay. Finally, make sure
you familiarize yourself with the items on your resume before an
interview, for that is the source of many interview questions. You
must, more importantly, be able to articulate and elaborate on each
item and its impact on you. For example—Interviewer asks. So
Napoleon. I see you worked in the drive-thru at McDonald's." I
respond. "Yes Sir. through my experiences there I have further
developed my listening skills, people skills, and my ability to
multi-task, for I had to take orders accurately, pleasantly relate to
customers, collect money and correctly make change, all while
preparing and distributing meals."
Your Dress
While this is often overlooked as a necessary piece, oftentimes
potential employers are turned off by a person's dress, especially when you are representing the company in front of others
(i.e. salesperson, marketing, etcl it isimporfant to not only be
dressed, but be well-groomed Simple things like checking breath
freshness, not over indulging in perfume or cologne, having fingernails trimmed neatly and clean, and wearing freshly dry cleaned
or pressed clothes, can all ensure your interviewer's attention
will be on you and the information you are giving Finally, just a
personal pet peeve, remember skin and fabrics absorb odors, so
please refrain from frying foods like chicken or French fries and do
not smoke in or around the clothes you are going to wear to the
interview, for that smell will reach the interviewer before you do.
Remember, even though books should not be |udged by their cover,
the reality is your outward appearance is what oftentimes makes
that first impression and ensures you get the opportunity to truly
market yourself in an interview.

Prior to the interview, HI i» important
that you do research aboutthe company and position for which you
are applying. Learn about the
goods they produce or the
services they provide. If it
is a specific job or position,
thoroughly review the job
description. The benefits of
this are two-fold. First it provides information to help you
determine if you truly want this
job, for there is nothing worse
than landing a job that you hate.
Second, it gives you the opportunity to formulate intelligent and
relevant questions to ask during
your interview, (i.e., the amount of
diversity in the office, the opportunities for promotion and advancement,
types of school loan repayment programs, etc.)
It is important to be early to an
interview. Now by early, I am not
saying 5-7 minutes early, for it is recommended that interviewees be 20-25
minutes early. This does not suggest
an over-eagerness, as many believe,
but an appreciation for the time of the
interviewer. This time should be used to
relax, breath and collect your thoughts
to focus on the interview. Also use this
time to be observant of your surroundings I have learned much about the work
climate by observing the interactions of the
people in the office.
You must be confident in yourself. You
have made it to the interview which means
someone viewed your application and resume,
read your recommendations, and was pleased
enough to consider you for a position. You
must go into the interview totally believing in the
product you are selling YOURSELF. If you do not
believe in you and the fact that you are the best
person for the job then how can you expect an
one else to. Because you believe in yourself, you
should radiate with an aura of confidence, and it is
that confidence backed by you knowledge base that
ensures success.
Take your time when answering questions. I
know we feel intimidated by the silence of the
pause between the time a question is asked
and the time when it is answered, but do
not feel you must answer immediately.
Interviewers are trained to believe
your first answer is your most
genuine answer.

By Napoleon A. Bradford. Obsidian writer
Take 5-10 seconds to organize your thoughts, so lhat you can properly articulate your answer, and by all means please answer the question asked The
BGSU Career Center recommends the S 0 A R. model for answering questions: Give a Specific example when answering a question. In this example,
list an Obstacle you had to overcome, then give the Action you used to overcome it and the Results ol your action Tins should ensure that your
Answer is concise and complete
After the interview, send a thank you note to your interviewer This demonstrates that you appreciate them even taking the time to see you, and it
shows respect It also triggers their reflection on you and your interview.
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These are just types that I have found useful through my various experiences and interviews but this is by no means a definitive list The BGSU
Career Center is a very valuable resource that houses a plethora of ideas ana
strategies as it relates to all aspects of choosing and succeeding in a career
Jessica Turos. Assistant Director of the BGSU Career Center, suggests that
students of all classifications come and utilize the services of the Career
Center There is a Career Resource Library in room'300 Saddlemire that is
filled with books on interviewing tips, and other career-related topics Now
these books cannot be checkout, but can be perused within the lacility Also.
students can sign-up with Career Consultants to schedule mock-mte1. i
The Career Center brings in human resource personnel from various comparues to conduct mock interviews as well, and these will occur about 6 times
during the spring semester To sign-up for these and other opportunities you
must be registered on the Career Center's WorkNet and this can be done
by accessing their webpage: www.bqsu.edu/offices/sa/career. You can
email general questions.about careers and |0bs to careerservicesqbgnet.
bgsu.edu. or for a more personal touch the Career Center has drop-m hours
Tuesday thru Thursday 9:30-1130am and 2 00-4:00pm All of these services
are free to all students and alumni, and I personally encourage everyone to
utilize them, for we are all reaching for our next rung in the ladder of success,
and these services help aid in our stability as we climb higher

!

HAjwrfty' SpotfoJtf
Latoya Hunter
Public Relations Manager
BOWLING GREEN. Ohio—Bowling
Green State University may not quite
have been ready for a woman like
her She is a thoughtful, no-nonsense,
world-wind traveler. She is a single
mother, and a woman that possesses
an
unquenchable
passion
for
knowledge. Her voice a little too loud
Her attitude a tad bit strong Yet, she
maintaines a sense of professionalism
and intellect that has earned her one of

the University's top positions, Assistant
Director of Career Services, bringing
to it a story like no other.
Though born in Portsmouth. Virginia.
Celeste Robertson's journey to the
University was vastly different because
she, unlike most, came here by way
of Africa.
After graduating from college, the
Peace Corps was the first stop for
Robertson where she obtained her
master's degree and went on to teach
high school children on Ivory Coast
West Africa.
"It was the best thing I ever did",
Celeste thoughtfully comments about
living abroad It was the love of a man
and the birth of her only child that led
Robertson to remain in Africa for the
three years after her volunteer work
on the Ivory Coast were completed.
Volunteer work with the Peace Corps

led Robertson to work with the United
States Agency for International
Development which coordinates
international programs for the federal
government Robertson implemented
work on projects such as livestock
development and maternal/child care
products in Burkina Faso, West Africa.

Yet, this was the place where she would
have the greatest impact, this was the
place where all the pent up creativity
and passion would be realized. Now,-'
perhaps more than ever, Robertson is
allowing that to happen She has made
her name known, working in numerous
places on campus and continuing to help
in the best way that she can. Currently.

"If you came in today and said, Celeste, I want to be
Queen of England, I would say, alright, lets organize a
plan to get you there" she said. "I believe everybody
has the right to fly."
After returning to the states in 1977,
Robertson soon began teaching
at Hampton University and then
Christopher-Newport, both located in
Virginia. Though back in the United
States, her heart was still on the Ivory
Coast, leading her to teach International
Relations with a focus in Africa. Soon
after, she began to work a! Eastern
Shore Community College as the new
coordinator of Career Services. Yet,
this of course did not mark the path
where Robertson's story ended, for
Robertson again looked ahead to find
the best opportunity.
"One of my colleagues suggested
looking at Bowling Green, and I thought
Bowling Green? How many black
people are really in Bowling Green'"

Robertson is also the Coordinator for
the Multicultural Career Institute (MCIL,
a program for minority students helping
them to find internships as well as
prepare them for the world of business.
Robertson believes that every student
has a chance to become whatever their
heart desires.
"If you came in today and said. Celeste,
I want to be Queen of England, I would
say, alright, lets organize a plan to
get you there" she said.. "I believe
everybody has the right to fly."
Through it all, Robertson has maintained
the vision and a sense of purpose that
has carried her through her career. Her
journey has been one that leaves little
regrets, but simply put. she knows that
it has all been a means to quench her
need to just help.
"Despite of my opinionated personality
and my feistmess". she says, "I am
essentially a decent person that cared
about people and just wanted to help."

MliaJ. Miller
Editor-in-Chief
, Kwanzaa is an African-American and Pan-African holiday, which celebrates
family, community and culture. Celebrated from 26 of December thru 1 January,
its origins are in the first harvest celebrations of Africa from which it takes its
name. The name Kwanzaa is derived from the phrase "matunda ya kwanza"
which means "first fruits" in Swahili, a Pan-African language which is the most
widely spoken African language, (officialkwanzaawebsite.org)
This year's Kwanzaa celebration, headed by Sheila Brown, Mufti-cultural &
Academic initiatives faculty was once again a success. This year's theme focused
on the African-American Organizations that are here on BGs campus. Various
organizations such as the National Pan-Hellenic Council, Black Student Union,
and Eccentcity participated in the program, making it a very entertaining and
informative event.

